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ABSTRACT

' --. This report documents the results of a study of special civil-defense

measures that might be used in areas of the United States that contain

L significant elements of the U.S. strategic nuclear retaliatory forces or

significant defense-related research laboratories or facilities. The study

includes (1) an identification of these areas of the U.S., (2) a determi-

nation of existing and planned civil defense evacuation and shelter plans

j and warning systems for these areas, (3) an evaluation of the effectiveness

of the existing plans and systems, (4) a determination of the feasibility

of establishing more effective evacuation and shelter plans and warning

systems for these areas, and of potential costs, (5) an analysis of the

[effects of a nuclear attack, and (6) a determination of the need for public
information, training, and education on CD matters in these areas.
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I, SUMMARY

A. PURPOSE

If a serious international crisis were to lead to a strategic nuclear
attack against the United States, such an attack might be ini-tially limited

to areas of the U.S. containing strategic nuclear retaliatory forces and to

other significant defense-related facilities. Thus, the populations of

v! (areas containing such installations may be considered to be at a higher

level of risk than the U.S. population as a whole.

With this consideration in mind, the Congress in October 1978 directed

the Defense Civil Preparedness Agency (DCPA) to perform a study of the civil
I defense (CD) needs of such areas. DCPA selected System Planning Corporation

S1.i (SPC) to provide contractor support -or this effort. SPC asked Human

Sciences Research, Inc. (HSR) to provide assistance. This is the final

L report of the study, and documents the contributions of DCPA, SPC, and HSR.

11'
T

SB. SCOPE

The Congress specified that DCPA would conduct:

; A study of the special [civil] defense needs of areas
of the United States which contain significant elements
of the United States strategic nuclear retaliatory
forces or significant defense-related research labora-
tories cr facilities.

The study ... shall include the following:
(1) An identification of areas of the United

States which, because they contain significant elements
of the United States strategic nuclear retaliatory
forces or significant defense-related research labora- A
tories or facilities, are prime targets in case of a
nuclear attack.
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(2) A determination of what civil defense evacu-
ation and shelter plans and warning systems are uow
available or are proposed to be wide available to such
areas.

(3) An evaluation of the effectiveness of such
existing eva.cuation and shelter plAns and warning
systems.

(4) A determination of the feasibility of estab-
lishing more effective evacuation and shelter plans
and warning systems for such areas and a determination
of the potential costs and methods of financing such
plans and systems.

(5) A detailed analysis of the specific effects
of a nuclear attack on each such area.

(6) A determination of the need for educating,
and the most effective methods of educating, the public
in such areas on civil defense matters.

For the purposes of this study, DCPA made the following decisions.

The strategic military (counterforce) targets in the Continental US. (CONUS)

were identified as the six MINUTEMAN missile fields, the three TITAN mis, ile

fields, the 36 Strategic Air Command bases, and the two strategic submarine

bases. A specific set of significant defense-related research laboratories

and other research facilities within CONUS was also identified. Two poten-

tial limited nuclear attacks were chosen for analysis: one versus the

counterforce targets only, and one versus the counterforce targets plus the
research facilities. (Although the latter type of attack per se is deemed

relatively unlikely, it appears to be representative of an intermediate-

level attack, somewhat greater than a purely counterforce attack but

considerably less than a "large-scale" attack.)

C. BACKGROUND

1. Nuclear Weapons Effects

The effects of nuclear weapons include direct effects (blast and

heat), which would be experienced out to a distance of about 7 miles from
a 1-megaton (equivalent to ! million tons of TNT) surface burst, and fallout

radiation. Figure 1 shows the direct effects of a ]-megaton detonation.

SL
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Fallout is produced when a nuclear weapon explodes near the

ground, sucking up great quantities of pulverized earth and other debris

into the nuclear cloud. There the radioactive gases produced by the

explosion condense on and into this debris, producing radioactive fallout

particles. Within a short time these particles fall back to earth--the

larger ones First, the smaller ones later. On the way down, and after they

reach the ground, the radioactive particles give off invisible gamma rays,

too much of which can kill or injure people. These particles give off most

of their radiation quickly; therefore, the first few hours or days after an

attack would be the most dangerous period.

In dangerously affected areas the particles themselves would look

like grains of salt or sand; but the rays they would give off could not be

seen, tasted, smelled, or felt. Special instruments would be required to

detect the rays and measure their intensity.

The distribution of fallout particles after a nuclear attack

would depend on wind currents, weather conditions, and other factors.

There is no way of predicting definitely in advance ihat areas of the

country would be affected by fallout, or ho, soon the particles would fall

back to earth at a particular location.

Some communities might get a heavy accumulation of fallout, while

others--even in the same general area--might get little or none. No area

in the U.S. could be sure of not getting fallout, and it is probable that

some fallout particles would be deposited on most of the country.

Areas close to a nuclear explosion might receive fallout within

15 to 30 minutes. It might take 5 to 10 hours or more for the particles to

drift down on a community 100 or 200 miles away.

Generally, the first 24 hours aiter fallout began to settle would

be the most dangerous ,,riod to a community's residents. The heavier

particles falling during that time would still be highly radioactive and

give off strong radiation. The lighter particles falling later would have

lost much of their radiation high in the atmosphere.

Nio



2. Protection from Nuclear Attack Effects

There are two basic methods for protecting people from the direct

(blast and heat) effects of nuclear weapons. One is to relocate (evacuate)

people from likely target or high-risk areas before any weapons explode,

and this could be done if a period of intense crisis should precede a nuclear

attack. The other method is to shelter the people in-place, at or near

their homes, schools, or places of work. (Since fallout could be deposited

anywhere, people evacuated from risk areas, to avoid blast and heat, would,

of course, need fallout protection in the "host" areas.)

The quality of shelter against attack effects can cover a broad

range. Existing buildings provide varying degrees of fallout protection,

from fair to fairly good in homes with basements, up to very good in the

basements .f larger buildings. Basements of homes and many larger buildings

also provide a modest degree of blast protection; people would obviously

be much less vulnerable in basements than in upstairs areas, where they

would be more endangered by flying glass and debris.

Better protection than that in existing structures could be

developed during a crisis, as by people constructing "expedient shelters."

There are many types of expedient shelter, many of which provide significant

blast as well ? fallout protection. One type, a shored-trench shelter, is

shown in Figure 2. DCPA field tests involving four dozen American families

-L have shown conclusively that any family can construct an expedient shelter

during one or two days.

Fallout protection could also be developed luring a crisis, and,

as noted above, everyone would need such shelter, as harmful or lethal

levels of fallout could be deposited anywhere in the U.S. Where people

did not have adequate protection available in the home or a larger building,

it would be essential to improve fallout protectijn during the crisis, and

this would apply particularly to evacuees.

One approach is to develop fallout protection for groups of

people (for example, evacuees), by adding earth beside and on top of

existing structures. The earth provides added shielding against the ganima

I1
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I: rays given off by fallout particles, and providing good fallout protection

would involve moving about a cubic yard or earth for each person to be

sheltered--which amounts to something like 70 to 100 buckets of earth.

Additional fallout protection can also be improvised by families in tne4home, for example, by piling boxes of earth around and on top of a work
4 bench in a basement corner.

I The basic problem or uncertainty connected with constructing or

improving shelter during a crisis is time. Would people have the day or two

j4 needed to develop added protection? (Also, they woula have to know what to

do.) If they did have time, would those in risk areas be more apt to leave

the area than to construct an expedient shelter? (Upon arrival in a lower
. risk area, of course, they would need to cooperate in developing fallout

protection there.) Frozen ground would be a problem during several months

of the year, at least in the northern part of the country, and improving

the fallout protection of larger buildings would require mobilizing earth-

moving equipment, and in the case of expedient shelters, procuring lumber,

basically to hold up the protective layer of earth.

114 One way to provide higher confidence that enough expedient

shelters could in fact be constructed during a crisis would be for the

government to provide the materials in peacetime, so that expedient

shelters could be constructed without delay. Such an option is analyzed

in this report.

rhe highest-confidence approach to providing shelter is to

construct it in peacetime, as is done in Finland, Sweden, Switzerland,

and elsewhere, but this is also the most expensive. To provide blast

shelters for people in risk areas would cost on the order of $300 for each

person sheltered.

The advantace of providing shelters in peacetime is, of course,

that they are accessible in a ratter of minutes. Little time is needed to

protect the people, as contrasted with the several days to a week needed to

evacuate people from risk areas and develop fallout protection elsewhere.

13



In principle, then, protection can be provided by moving people

away from risk areas and protecting them elsewhere, if time permits during

a crisis, or by protecting them in-place. The approaches adopted depend

largely upon funding made available. The confidence one may have in

performance depends upon the funding level, and one's estimate as to the

time that may be available. Crisis relocation (or evacuation) can be very

effective--but only if the several days to a week needed for evacuation

are available, and if one is confident that the plans would be executed

quite effectively, though not necessarily perfectly. Shelters constructed

in peacetime, by con'rast, provide very high confidence of high effective-

ness--but at high cost.

3. Civil Defense Systems

While protecting people is simple in principle, there are more

requirements for protection than merely providing for sheltering people

in-place or evacuating them from risk areas during a crisis. DCPA analyses

suggest, for example, that "paper plans" only for relocation procedures

would result in only about half the lifesaving that would result from the

balanced civil defense system needed to realize the full lifesaving

potential of crisis relocation.

1 Some of the more importtnt systems needed for a balanced CD

system include:

0 Direction and Control--Protected facilities, with necessary
communications, from which key local and state officials
could direct coordinated operations during an emergency
(both a crisis and through the in-shelter period, if an
attack occurred). Direction and Control facilities and,
most of all, exercises for the key officials, are needed to
familiarize the officials with their duties in crisis
relocation and during any attack period.

* ja --Systems, procedures, and hardware, to inform the
pTe that an attack has been launched and that they must

take protective actions immediately.

* Radiological Defense (RADEF)--Instruments, plans, and
trained personnel to detect the degree of fallout radiation
hazard, analyze the results, and advise emergency forces
and the public on what to do. (For example, to advise

14
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:people in the southern part of X county that they must

remain in sheltered areas for three more days, after which
they should move to Y county to the north--or to advise
people in Z county that they may leave shelters tomorrow
after which they may remain in the county, taking certain
counter,easures for protection against the remaining low
levels of radiation.)

S Emergency Public Information (EPlI--Plans, equipment, and
trained personnel to provide prompt, authoritative advice
and instructions to the population on what to do to maximize
their chances of survival. An EPI capability would make use
of all news media during a crisis, but during the in-shelter
period would rely primarily on radio broadcast stations to
get information to the sheltered population. This in turn
requires that radio stations be provided emergency power,
fallout protection, and other capabilities to assure their
being able to remain on the air during an emergency.

There are other elements needed for even an austere civil defense

system, such as programs to educate the public on attack hazards and means

of protection. CD programs must also provide for research, and for support

of competent civil defense staffs at local, state, and federal levels.

The current U.S. civil defense program is extremely austere and

would not be able to function well under crisis or attack conditions, due

to inadequacies in Direction and Control, Radiological Defense, and other

systems. However, it does provide some basis for protecting people in-

place, and a modest start has been made on planning to add an option for

crisis relocation.

The program recommended by the Secretary of Defense for fiscal

years 1980-1V84 would stress crisis relocation, while maintaining a hedge

for in-place protectioi, in case time or circumstances did not permit

crisis relocation. It would provide for development o, rebuilding of all

of the supporting systems required to realize the full lifesaving potential

of crisis relocation, some 80 perceat survival under a heavy, mid-1980s

attack.

A recent Presidential Decision (Pu-41) supported the Secretary's

program recomendation. The FY 1980 budget request now being considered

by the Congress represents an initial step towards implementing the

President's policy and the Secretary's prograin decisions. The funding

15



requested (6 percent real growth over FY 1979) would lay the foundation

for developing crisis relocation capabilities at an accelerated pace in

FY 1981 and future years, but the actual pace at which the program was

implemented would depend, of course, upon future budget decisions.

The program recommended by the Secretary of Defense can be

characterized as austere but serious. Thus, it would provide for substan-

tially improving Direction and Control, Radiological Defense, and other

systems, but there would still be substantial reliance upon crisis actions

to train additional personnel and bring systems to full effectiveness. All

means for population protection would be.based on use of existing resources

plus zrisis actions. Thus, basic reliance for lifesaving Is placed on

crisis relocation plus development of fallout protection in host areas by

adding earth to existing structures, both of which would require time for

implementation. (Figure 3, showing how the fallout protection at a school

building could be improved by crisis actions, is illustrative of the

approach to developing protection contemplated in this CD program--which

includes funds for detailed planning for crisis development of shelters in

host areas.) If time and circumstances did not permit crisis relocation,

in-place protection would be employed, making use of best-available protec-

tion in existing structures (which can provide significant fallout protection

but only modest blast protection for people in risk areas). The recommended

program would not provide for any shelter construction in peacetime, or for

procuring any material for crisis construction of expedient shelters.

D. FINDINGS

1. High-Risk Areas

The number of people "at risk" from direct effects (blast and

heat) in the postulated counterforce attack was found to be about 7 million.

The attack versus the counterforce targets plus research facilities would

put at risk about 75 million people, since many of the research facilities

are in large metropolitan areas, I

I ° I
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For the analjses made in this study, any political subdivision

containing territory receiving significant blast was identified as i "high-

risk area." Fallout was not considered as a criterion in defining "high

risk" areas, since it is not possible to predict with certainty the direc-

tion in which the fallout would be blown by the winds prevailing at theI

time of attack.

2. Existing Civil Defense Plans and Warning Systems; Estimated

Effectiveness

DCPA-funded planners have been working since 1966 with states

and local communities to develop Community Shelter Plans (CSPs) for each

area in the U.S. These plans result in emergency information materials

(to be disseminated during a crisis) advising the people on "where to go

and what to do" to seek nearby in-place protection in case attack warning

is received.

DCPA has also made a start on developing Crisis Relocation Plans

(CRPs) for areas designated as "risk areas" and for their corresponding

host areas. To date, about 10 percent of the U.S. population is covered

by initial CRPs. In a given area, the CSP is updated as the CRP is

prepared. Priority for crisis relocation planning is being given to areas

containing counterforce targets. The CRP for one of the nine areas in

CONUS containing missile complexes (Tucson, Arizona) is complete; CRPs for

another three are about 50 percent complete; CRPs for the other five have

Just begun. CRPs for most large cities have not yet commenced, although

a few cities have essentially complete relocation plans (e.g., San Antonio,

Fort Worth, and Oklahoma City). With the present limited funding, CRPs for

all CONUS risk areas are not expected to be complete until the early 1990s.

Warning would currently be transmitted over the National Warning

System to over 1,200 U.S. warning points staffed around the clock, and to

communications networks of other government agencies and of the press.
Warning to the people would be by means of sirens, which are marginally

effective by day and almost completely ineffective during sleeping hours.

18



Supporting systems provided under the current program are

inadequate, as noted previously. Due to lack of exercising for key local
and state officials, and to deficiencies in Direction and Control, Emergency

Public Information, and other systems, crisis relocation plans--even if

completed under the current program--would not be highly effective. Total

survival would, under any type of attack, be much less than that which

could result from a full relocation program such as the one recommended by

the Secretary of Defense, given time for reasonably effective crisis relo-

cation and related actions.

3. Feasibility of More Effective Civil Defense

Given increased funding, it would be possible to establish much

better plans, preparations, and systems (materials, organizations, and

facilities), including warning systems, which would save many more lives if

an attack occurred, assuming that the public cooperated.

Four CD programs were analyzed for this study.

a Current Civil Defense

* Crisis Relocation: This program, recommended by the
Secretary of Defense, includes development of crisis reloca-
tion plans by the mid-1980s, as well as essential supporting
systems and capabilities. (About 10 percent of total funding
would be devoted to planning pcr se, and the remaining
90 percent to development of Direction and Control, Radio-
logical Defense, Communications Systems, Training, and other
supporting systems.) Expedient f~llout protection would be
necessary in host areas (see Figure 3).

* Expedient Shelters %see Figure 2): The word "expedient"
indicates that te shelters would be built by the public
during a crisis. The shelters would be family-sized, and
would provide modest protection against blast and very good
protection against fallout. Construction "kits," containing
all necessary materials, would be stockpiled by the govern-
ment in high-risk areas during peacetime.

* Dedicated Blast Shelters (see Figure 4): The word "dedicated"
indicates that the Shelters would be built by professional
construction personnel during peacetime. The shelters would
be built in high-risk areas, and would provide excellent
protection against both blast and fallout.
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In the latter two cases, the shelters would be constructed far enough away

from any counterforce target to withstand the effects of a nuclear weapon

exploding at the target. In the latter three cases, warning systems would
be significantly improved.

Clearly, other improved CD programs could be considered, based on

a mix of these features, and tailoring specific approaches to the various

local areas.

Three "warning" times were considered: a I- to 2-week crisis

buildup period, a 24-hour crisis buildup period, and 15 to 30 minutes of

warning prior to attack. For the first two of these, it was assumed that
the government orders execution of the CD preparations once the crisis

buildup has clearly begun.

4. Estimated Effectiveness and Costs of Potential Improved Civil

Defense Programs

DCPA made analytical estimates of fatalities under the two attack

scenarios previously discussed. Improved CD in counterforce areas only

was evaluated relative to the counterforce (CF) attack. Improved CD in

counterforce areas plus areas containing defense-related researth facilities

was evaluated relative to the counterforce-plus-research-facilities (CF-plus)

attack. Fatalities were estimated for each of the two assumed attacks, for

the present CD program and the three improved programs, and for the three

assumed "crisis-buildup" times. Estimates were also made of annual program

costs, over the Five-year period required to establish the program (main-

tenance costs thereafter would, in 1979 dollars, generally be somewhat

lower). For example, whereas the U.S. currently spends about $0.45 per

person per year on civil defense, improved CD in counterforce areas would

require an annual expenditure of about $0.65 to $2.70 per U.S. citizen.

A summary of the estimated effectiveness and costs is given in Figures 5

and 6.
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a. Risk-Area Fatalities (Both "CF" and "CF-Plus" Attacks)

For a 15- to 30-minute warning time, only Dedicated Blast

Shelters would be affective in reducing fatalities. For a I- to 2-week

crisis buildup, assuming that the relocation order is given, Crisis Reloca-

tion would be essentially as effective as any program. Expedient Shelters

could be effective under a scenario characterized by several weeks of severe

tension, perhaps involving some spontaneous evacuation and then return,

during which the government directs people to build Expedient Shelters--

followed by a sudden attack. (This scenario is not dissimilar to the evet s

in London during 1939-1940.) Current CD would be relatively ineffective

under any assumed warning scenario.

b. Total Fatalities

Under the improved CD programs, the public across the nation

would be generally more aware of proper actions to take in the Event of an

attack (including construction of expedient fallout protection) than they

would under the other programs. Especially under the Dedicated Blast

Shelter Program (highest public information budget, highest public aware-

ness), fallout fatalities nationwide were estimated to be considerably less

than under the other programs, even given only a 15- to 30-minute warning

(it would still take many hours for fallout to blow several hundred miles).

For a 15- to 30-minute warning time, compared with the

relatively ineffective Current CD, total fatalities (mostly from fallout)

were estimated to be greatly reduced for the Dedicated Blast Shelter Program,

and considerably reduced for the Crisis Relocation and Expedient Shelter

Programs. For a I- to 2-week crisis buildup, crisis relocation would be

virtually as effective as the in-place shelter programs. Under the

Expedient Shelter Program analyzed and costed, which is essentially the

Crisis Relocation Program plus the stockpiled shelter-construction "kits"

in risk areas, total fatalities would be only slightly less (in percent)

than total fatalities under the Crisis Relocation Program, for each assumed
"warning" time, because most fatalities occur in non-risk areas, from

fallout.
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C. A Value-Judgment

Prior to establishing any improved U.S. CD program for

protecting against a counterforce attacV, officials must make the following

value-Judgment: Given a limited budget, should one prepare for minimizing

fatalities in the high-risk areas, or minimizing fatalities nationwide?

Minimizing fatalities in the designated high-risk areas,

given only short warning, would call for quite expensive blast shelters

for the peoplq in these areas. Minimizing fatalities nationwide, for a

short-warning scenario, could call for developing fallout protection in

peacetine, throughout most of the U.S. (a program not analyzed in this

study).

It is possible that the issue would be seen as one of

weighing the merits of providing expensive, high-quality protection for

the people in the counterforce areas, versus providing a somewhat improved

level of protection for the entire population. This would assume that

providing good protection for counterforce areas would imply doing nothing

substantial to improve in-place protection for the rest of the country.

An alternative formulation would see the improved protection in counter-

force areas as being an i;e'*l ctep, which might well be followed by

improving in-place protection elsewhere--though not necessarily involving

peacetime construction of blast shelters in all U.S. cities. In either

case, a basic rationale would be that people in counterforce areas were

considered to be at substantially higher risk of short-warning attack than

the rest of the people, by virtue of their proximity to missile complexes

and other strategic nuclear offensive forces.

5. Public Response and Civil Defensc Effectiveness: The Criticality

of Training, Education, and Pj7lic Information

Different CD approaches to sheltering or evacuation demonstrate

varying estimates of lives saved, but public behavior just before an attack

would determine how closely those estimated survival rates were approached

following an actual attack. For example, a CD program can construct

numerous, well-positioned blas. or fallout shelters, but the public's
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actual use of those shelters would depend on such factors as a timely

warning message, knowledge of how to respond, and an orderly movement of

people which distributed the population among those shelters by the time

of attack.

The factors which would influence an appropriate public response

include:

* The nature, complexity, and difficulty of the required public
action. Thus, use of blast shelters, constructed near ,tomes
andpaces of work, requires relatively little public knowl-
edge or skill, and a simple and straightforward "take
shelter" message. For the public to construct expedient
blast shelters requires greater skill, time, and effort,
and the capability to perform this action is differentially
distributed through various population groups. Crisis
relocation requires the most complex public a.tion, access
to private transportation or knowledge of alternative (public)
sources, and time to execute the move.

j The need for planning and staffing a CD management effort to
implement the program. The extent of management activity
required to implement a program must be assessed against the
needs for CD to augment its management capability from the
modest pre-crisis level to the (potentially) much larger
organization needed to implement a program just before an
attack. These personnel must come from other organizations
or citizen volunteers, and must be trained in the diverse
skills required to implement--for example--an elaborate
crisis relocation operation.

* The amount of public knowledge required to take appropriate,
orderly action. The blast shelter program requires rela-
tively little public knowledge and allows a simple warning
message, whereas the expedient shelter and relocation programs
require extensive knowledge and more elaborate instructions.

Public awareness of the programs, willingness to receive instruc-

tions, and willingness to participate in CD management at the grass-roots

level (for example, a Shelter Manager position) will also vary during a

crisis-expectancy period--a time of heightened international tension likely

to precede any ultimate crisis and attack. CD approaches requiring exten-

sive population management and complex public activity must be geared to

using such a period both to increase public knowledge and recruit personnel

who would carry out CD operations.
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Existing public attitudes exhibit strong approval -:f CD iffvrts
3 but little understanding or knowledge of what would bh required to implement

them. A crisis-expectancy period would see a dramatic increase in public

concern and a heavy demand for information about what tm do. Information

and training efforts would have to be geared to takng 6Jvantage of tha-

public interest in order to achieve maximum public respo;,siveness to any

Sprogram--and particularly, to the programs requiring greater public krw-

edge and more complex activity.

CD training, education, and public information programs wjuld

seek to prepare the public for a government message to take action. These

CD elements vould respond to gradually increasing--then dramatically

increasing--public concern, by phasing communications to the public. As

would be expected, these elements increase in cost and complexity as CD

programs require public activities which are more elaborate, complex, and

dependent on an emerging CD population-management capability.

A high level of public response--hence, a high level of CD

effectiveness--would revolve around the following general factors:

Dedicated
Current Crisis Expedient Blast
Program Relocation Shelters Shelte 's

Difficul ty/
complexity of complex complex intermediate simple
public action

Reliance on probably
CD operational unwork- highest intermediate lowest
management able

Probable extent
of ippropriate least intermediate intermediate greatest
public response
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E. CONCLUSIONS

Existing Civil Defense in the Designated High-Risk Areas. Crisis

Relocation Plans are being established for the U.S., beginning with counties
in missile-complex areas. So far, relocation planning for roughly one-

fourth of these counties has been completed. Relocation plans should be

complete for essentially the entire U.S. by the early 1990s. However,

necessary supporting systems are inadequate, and no definite decision has

been made to improve them.

Feasibility of More Effective Civil Defense. Given increased funding,

it would be possible to establish much better civil defense systems in the

designated high-risk areas, which could save many lives if an attack

occurred. In particular, at least three types of improved civil defense

are possible, based on the concepts of crisis relocation, expedient shelters

(the government would stockpile materials), and dedicated blast shelters.

Effects of a Nuclear Attack:

0 Current Civil Defense would be relatively ineffective under any
type of nuclear attack, and for any amount of warning, from 15
to 30 minutes of warning up to a I- to 2-week crisis.

4 Crisis Relocation preparations (such as the program recommended
by the Secretary of Defense) would be highly effective for the
designated high-risk areas and corresponding host areas, but
oni if several days of crisis-buildup time were available and
if the government ordered relocation early enough during this
period, prior to an attack, so that risk-area populations could
in fact be moved to host areas and fallout protection developed
there.

* Expedient Shelters, with modest blast resistance, would be very
effective for the designated high-risk areas, but only if the
public constructed these shelters during an extended period of
tension prior to an attack.

* Dedicated Blast Shelters would be the most expensive means of
protection, but would aTso be highly effective for the designated
high-risk areas under almost any foreseeable warning time. Under
a limited attack, high effectiveness nationwide would require
that fallout protection be established throughout most of the
U.S., either in peacetime or during a crisis.
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Public Response; Training, Education, and Public Information. Existing

public attitudes exhibit strong approval of civil defense efforts, but

1little understanding of what would be required to implement them. A crisis

period would cause a dramatic increase in public concern. Training, educa-

tion, and public information are essential for effective civil defense, and

should be geared to take advantage of increasing public interest during a

crisis.

J

')
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II. IDENTIFICATION OF AREAS STUDIED

I DCPA, after consulting with personnel in the Office of the Joint Chiefs

of Staff, generated a set of strategic military installations within the

contiguous 48 states (CONUS, consisting of the nine strategic missile fields,

the 36 Strategic Air Command bases, and the two strategic submarine bases)

Jand a set of about 80 significant defense-related research facilities. Two

attacks were postulated: a counterforce attack (against the first set) and

a counterforce-plus-research-facilities attack (against the first and second

sets). The counterforce attack consisted of the same attack against U.S.

land-based strategic missiles, strategic submarine bases, and bomber bases

as that used for SPC Report 342, Candidate U.S. Civil Defense Programs

[Ref. 1). All of these weapons were surface burst. Furthermore, for each

additional defense-related research facil;ty, a 1-megaton air burst was

assumed, with a height-of-burst optimized for coverage of 10 pounds per

square inch (psi) peak overpressure, as per Reference 2. Neither of these

attacks is as extensive as the large-scale attack used by DCPA as its

planning base, usually called the "TR-82 attack" [Ref. 3].

Demographic data bases for CONUS, used for this study, were originally

obtained from the Bureau of the Census, U.S. Department of Commerce, and

included data based on:

* Minor Civil Divisions (MCDs). An MCD is a fraction of a county.
Typically a county consists of about 2 to 20 MCDs.

# "Places." A "place" is a significant-sized city or town.

* Urbanized Areas (UAs). These correspond to the major metropolitan
areas of CONUS.

A set of areas was generated within CONUS, in which people would be

considered to be at risk from each of the twu attacks. The alaorithm for

specifying these risk areas was the following. For each location receiving
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more than 2-psi overpressure from this attack, the entire MCD and (where

applicable) the entire "place" or UA that included the location was

considered to be at risk. The reasons for this were (1) it was considered

unreasonable to try to evacuate part of a "place" or UA without evacuating
it in its entirety, and (2) no one knows how an attack would really be

configured, and if weapons were considered relatively likely to land in one

part of a "place" or UA, they might well land in other parts as well,

possibly unintentionally.

Figures 7 and 8 show maps of the risk areas which were specified for
CONUS for the two attacks. Because of the method used, the boundaries of

the risk areas correspond to boundaries of political subdivisions such as

MCDs. The fallout patterns are also shown, assuming representative March

winds. 'The fallout is the same for the two attacks, because the 1-megaton

air bursts produce negligible fallout.) The number of people at risk were

7 million and 75 million, respectively, the latter figure occurring because

several of the research facilities are in large cities.
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I

III. EXISTING CIVIL DEFENSE PLANS
AND WARNING SYSTEMS; ESTIMATED EFFECTIVENESS

IThroughout this report, each point is discussed as it applies to CONUS
as a whole. Furthermore, two states are analyzed in particular detail

because they illustrate different important aspects of the overall situation.

Missouri was chosen for detailed analysis because it represents a state

with a large number of deployed U.S. strategic nuclear retaliatory forces,

specifically a MINUTEMAN Missile Wing, and Whiteman Air Force Base, which

comes under the Strategic Air Command. Missouri has a relatively high

population and would 'be subject to a relatively large portion of the

attacking force. N'ew Mexico was also selected for detailed analysis because

it represents a state with some of the defense-related laboratories consid-

ered in the study. It has a relatively low population and would be subject

to a relatively small portion of the attacking force.

A. STATUS FOR UNITED STATESV
DCPA is conducting a program of Nuclear Civil Protection (NCP) planning,

aimed at producing both a detailed Community Shelter Plan (CSP) for each

county in the U.S. (for protecting people in-place, at or near residences),

and a Crisis Relocation Plan (CRPI for those counties considered to be at

risk and for their corresponding host counties. These plarn, are based on

the "TR-82" DCPA Planning Base [Ref. 3], which includes all of the counter-

force areas but excludes many of the defense-related research facilities

considered in this study. The plans consist of book-length summaries of

details of CD activities to be performed in the county, should an emergency

occur. The plans are developed in coordination with local officials.

Currently, priority is being given to counterforce areas. A summary of the

current status for the counties containing the nine missile fields is given
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in Table 1, and a detailed breakdown is given in Appendix A. At the present

rate, full nationwide planning should be completed in the early 1990s. The

time to complete the CRP plans is, within reason, inversely proportional to

the funding allotted for planning. For example, if such funding were doubled,

the planning time could essentially be cut in half.

Attack warning is provided from the National Warning Center at

Colorado Springs, Colorado, through the National Warning System (NAWAS).
Warning is transmitted over NAWAS to:

0 Over 1,200 warning points manned around the clock, which fan out
the warning to local governments according to local procedures

* Over 300 Weather Service Field Offices manned around the clock
rebroadcast the warning over the local Weather Service transmitter
(people who have purchased automatic weather radios (special
signal turns on the radio) receive warning immediately)

The Federal Aviation Administration, which retransmits the warning
over their networks to aircraft

0 The Coast Guard, which retransmits the warning to ships at sea

0 The news networks (wire, radio, and TV) which retransmit the
warning as a news bulletin over their news networks

Emergency Broadcast System (EBS) stations, which can activate the
local EBS networks and broadcast the warning to the listening
public (special receivers equipped with the EBS-2 tone detection
circuiting will be turned on automatically if tuned to the properstation).

Transmittal of warning from the local NAWAS points to the public is

currently done by sirens, which during daytime could be heard by roughly

50 percent of persons in risk areas, and during sleeping hours would be

essentially useless. DCPA has long recognized the limited effectivenessI
of sirens and has developed concepts for several improved warning systems,
the most effective being the Decision Informaticn Distribution System (DIDS),

involving an indoor radio-activated alarm for all homes. Deployment of

such an improved system would require substantially increased funding for

warning.

In addition to plans and warning systems, DCPA performs the following

functions:
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I TABLE1

CURRENT STATUS OF CRISIS RELOCATION PLANNING

IN RISK AND HOST COUNTIES OF CONUS 
MISSILE FIELDS

No. Counties With
Completed Book- Estimated

Length CRP/Total Completion Date

Missile Field No. Counties for CRPS

Davis-Monthan, AZ 
6/6 Complete

. Ellsworth, SD 0/15 1982

Grand Forks, ND 
1/15 1984

SLittle Rock, AR 14/24 1982

Malmstrom, M! 2/14 1982

McConnell, KS 12122 1980

Minot, NO 
0/14 1984

Warren; CO, NE, WY 0/21 1982

Whiteman, MO 10/19 1981,1
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Direction and Control

e Federal--Wire Communications (with radio backup) connect DCPA
Headquarters, Regions, and States. Six of the eight DCPA Regions

have underground Federal Regional Centers.

• State--Over 40 states have state-level Emergency Operating Centers
E-o).

0 Local--Some local EOCs (in localities containing about half the
popation) have adequate fallout protection but minimal blast
protection. Others have sub-standard fallout protection.

~Radiological Delense (RADF)

I,

e Radiation ;trument sets are deployed.

0 Radiological icers are trained.
I Radiological Monito,. are trained.

-II

Emergency Public Information (EPI)

i Fallout protection and emergency generators are provided for

about 600 AM radio stations of the EBS.

e Areas containing over half the U.S. population have some EPI

plans.

Traininv and Education

S Training, in CD skills, of local CD officials, business leaders,

and RADEF personnel
S Education, in CD information, of county leaders, mayors, and cty

administrators
Education of school pupils and inprotetd adults in CD infor-

omation.

Federal SuJPportinc Activities

9 DCPA performs program management and implementation, plus research
and development.

Although the current preparations are of value, they fall far short

of a CD program which under any attac could save a majority of residents

in the areas attacked.
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B. STATUS FOR MISSOURI

Although a tentative crisis relocation plan has been worked out forII
the state as a whole, detailed county-by-county planning has so far been

i performed only in the counties containing tne Whiteman missile complex.

Detailed planning for the large St. Louis metropolitan area (risk and host

1 areas) has not yet begun. Table 2 summarizes the current status of planning

for Whiteman.

Planning for the Whiteman Air Force Base (AFB) missile complex is more

advanced than for most of the other missile complexes. The present orrini-

zation is not extensive enough to be fully effective. The local organization

for each of the counties in the Whiteman rick/host conglomerate consists of

., one person, with the exception of one county that has three people. Only

3 of the 19 counties have personnel who have completed detailed civil

defense training. Local government support varies from none to very good,

and reaction to the NCP planning effort runs parallel to this attitude.

Plans which have been completed and presented to local officials have been

well received. Only 2 of the 19 counties are receiving significant finan-

cial assistance from 0CPA. In the other counties, there are no extensive

civil defense organizations and no significant training, equipment, or

Emergency Operating Centers.

During a tactical warning period, no time would be available to move

to best available shelter. Movement would be to home basements, and some

of those who received warning but had no basement in their home could reach

public shelter. The remainder could only seek shelter in their homes.

Much more planning is needed for the possibility of a protracted (1- to 2-

4 week) relocation with no war (e.g., as things stand now, the number of key

workers would derline as the crisis period were extended, since some of

the key workers are in industries which will run out of resources, such as

gasoline, food, and drugs). Key workers would be sheltered in the best

protection available in the risK area, and in all cases these are surveyed

spaces below grade. Home basements for key workers are not being considered.
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I,
To summarize, the plans for crisis relocation in the Whiteman AFB

rmissile complex area should be completed and approved by local officials

about 1981. The plans identify the evacuation routes for people to take

to host areas, and shelter space to be used there (including space in

buildings where fallout protection could be expediently upgraded during

the crisis by the occupants). Food and other human needs are also addressed.

The plans (as such) are generally well done. However, a problem lies in
the inability of the coniunities to support the plans with resources now
available (e.g., Emergency Operating Centers are virtually nonexistent).

I, C. STATUS FOR NEW MEXICO I

New Mexico was chosen for detailed discussion because it contains

several defense-related research laboratories or research facilities. In

this study, an attack was assumed to occur against Los Alamos Laboratory,

Albuquerque (including research facilities at Kirtland Air Force Base), and

White Sands Missile Range Center.'

CD preparations at these areas are quite extensive. A detailed

description has been prepared and is included as Appendix B.

\ii

11"hese targets do not correspond exactly with the standard DCPA risk area
designation [Ref. 3], thus emphasizing the fact that, although relative
degrees of risk can be specified for various areas, no one can know in
advance exactly how a nuclear attack might actually be configured.
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C IV. FEASIBILITY OF ESTABLISHING MORE EFFECTIVE

CIVIL DEFENSE; POTENTIAL COSTS AND METHODS OF FINANCING

A. MORE EFFECTIVE CIVIL DEFENSE PLANS AND CAPABILITIES

As previously discussed, many studies [e.g., Ref. 1] have established

the technical feasibility of more effective CD plans and capabilities.

Increased funding for planning would be particularly effective at the present

time, since it would directly reduce the expected decade or more until

detailed county-by-county crisis relocation plans are made for all of CONUS.

Good lifesaving performance, should the crisis culminate in a nuclear attack,

would require a number of supporting systems, such as Direction and Control,

Communications, Radiological Oefense, and others, as well as Training.

Given detailed planning and other necessary preparations, crisis relocation

could definitely be carried out for the U.S. counterforce areas, which have

relatively low population density. Large cities, and the Northeast Corridor

generally, would present more problems, but relocation would still be tech-

nically feasible [Refs. 4-6], i.e., virtually all the uncertainty concerns

human behavior. The degree of public cooperation in a serious crisis would

probably be high [Ref. 1; see also Chapter VI].

B. MORE EFFECTIVE WARNING SYSTEMS

The essential element for high performance warning (as opposed to the

present low-performance sirens) is the deployment of ifdoor warning

receivers. Fifteen-minute warning would clearly require that these

receivers be in place. DCPA has investigated alternative system configu-

rations to provide high-performance home warning. These configurations

are types of the Decision Information Distribution System (DIDS). They

include use of: the electric power distribution system, the telephone

system, the commercial broadcast industry, NOAA (National Oceanic and
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Atmospheric Administration) Weather Radio, and low frequency radio. A

radio-based warning system was judged to be the most cost-effective because

of coverage and the insensitivity of system performance to the number of

receivers deployed.

Indoor-warning radio receivars must have continuous operation, emer-

gency battery power, and automatic turn-on by transmitter signals. Studies .

have shown that receivers built with these characteristics in quantities of

1 million or more will cost $25 to $30 each. Options for distribution of

receivers in risk areas are:

o Government procurement and distribution of receivers

0 Government procurement, with receiver purchased (at subsidized
cost?) by the individual, from a government outlet such as a
Post Office

0 Procurement from commercial retail store 4
0 Requirement that all new radio and TV sets contain a special

warning device.

Studies predict that fewer than 10 percent of the population would volun-

tarily purchase receivers.

Several options exist for the radio network which would transmit the

warning signals.

* The Emergency Broadcast System (EBS) is a voluntary association
of commercial broadcast stations operating under FCC (Federal
Communications Commission) regulations. Each state is divided
into several operational areas, usually along county lines. Each
operational area has a lead station called a common program
control station (CPCS-l). Other stations in the operational area
are equipped with a special EBS receiver, which is tuned to the
CPCS-l station. In the event of an emergency, the lead station
activates the EBS by broadcasting the EBS two-tone signal.
Listening stations are alerted and repeat the procedure. Warning
messages and information are then broadcast to the listening
public. The EBS signal can be used to turn on certain specially j
des.gnated home receivers.

- NOAA Weather Radio (NWR). Radio broadcasts of weather forecasts,
alerts, and warnings are transmitted by NWR. VHF-FM transmitters
are controlled and programmed by the National Weather Service
Field Office (WSFO) responsible for transmitters' coverage area,
approximately 5,000 square miles. Most WSFOs are connected to
the National Warning System (NAWAS) and have agreed to broadcast
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the attack warning. NWR transmits a special tone preceding the
warning message. This NWR tone can be used to turn on certain
home warning receivers. When completed, NWR will cover about
50 percent of the land area of the United States, containing
approximately 90 percent of the population.

* Low Frequency Radio. High power, low frequency (LF) transmitters
designed and located to provide reliable ground wave coverage to
the contiguous United States would be used to broadcast the attack
warning. LF ground wave coverage is the service least affected
by nuclear detonation. (Although it is clearly essential to
transiit warning before nuclear detonations occur, a multistage
attack scenario is entirely possib!e and would require warning
systems capable of surviving certair; nuclear effects, particularly
Electromagnetic Pulse (EMP).) Specially designed receivers would
be turned on in less than 30 seconds by coded tone signals. The
alert signal and warning message would then be broadcast. The
system would be designed to meet all operational requirements for
warning, including standby electric power generators, EMP protec-
tion, and "anti-spoof" features.

An "intermediate" warning system, less effective than DIDS but still

more effective than the present system, would be an improved NAWAS. The

service could be extended to all CPCS-! stations, designated EBS stations,

and to National Weather Service Offices which control NOAA Weather Radio

transmitters. Protection against fallout and EMP, emergency power, and an

emergency radio link to a local government Emergency Operating Center (EOC)

could be provided to CPCS-l stations and to approximately 2,000 radio

stations serving host areas. Another intermediate system, which could

greatly improve sleeping-time responses, would be the low cost CHAT (Crisis

Home Alerting Technique) procedure, provided a few hours of strategic

warning are available. People would keep TV sets on al night during a

crisis, tuned to a special channel. No sound would be broadcast unless

warning was transmitted, in which case a loud message would awaken people.

In the U.S. missile complexes, present ability to warn people at risk

is as follows, based on allowing 30 minutes from incoming weapon detection

to desired defensive reaction (sheltering) of people at home or work.
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TABLE 3

K WARNING SYSTEMS IN MISSILE-COMPLEX AREAS

Objective Rating of Current Systems in Meeting Objective

Deliver immediate Day or night, Via sirens During sleeping
"take shelter" warn- if people are only, day or hours, via any |i
ing to people within listening to night, if means|)
+2 psi range of radio or TV awake
MT-range surface
bursts at:

Three TITAN
complexes (Tucson, Good Fair Poor
Wichita, Little
Rock)

Six MINUTEMAN Fair Poor Very Poor
complexes

C. ENHANCEMENT OF CURRENT CIVIL DEFENSE FOR MISSOURI AREAS STUDIED

The simplest way to enhance current CD in Missouri would be to complete

present CRP/CSP planning for all counties, including the St. Louis area,

to develop the necessary supporting systems, and to conduct the exercises

(for key officials) and the training essential for effective performance.

Another resource which could be tapped in Missouri is the existence

of a large number of mines and caves which could be used for shelter, many

of which are not presently included in DCPA's National Shelter Survey.

The finding of a 1960-1962 survey was that more than 3.1 million spaces

(at 30 square feet per person) existed for the population (now nearly

5 million). Little of this space was used in the Community Shelter Plans

of 1965-1975 because of the severely limited population-movement times

allowed by the planners (generally one hour or less). Also, many mines

require improvements (lighting, ventilation, sanitary facilities, etc.) in

order to exploit their enormous capacities, often 10,000 to 100,000 persons.

The advent of Crisis Relocation Planning in 1975 caused renewed interest in

this high-grade protection res ,;rce, although the improvement problem is an
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impediment. For example, enough good mine space (when improved) exists to

shelter essentially "in place" the entire risk area populations oF Kansas

City and Springfield, and, with some movement, the entire populations of

St. Louis and St. Joseph. Mine shelter resources (when improved) reasonably

near the Whiteman AFB MINUTEMAN complex also offer an excellent opportunity

for high-grade sheltering of most of the "at-risk" population in lieu o=

Imoving them to upgradable buildings in currently-designated "host" count.es,
where potential heavy fallout may vitiate the expedient fallout protection.

Further, mines offer high-grade shelter for "key workers," who must remain

in the high risk areas to carry out essential services. For example, a

mine with 20,000 shelte- spaces in Henry County offers potential for blast

and fallout sheltering of nearly all the key workers for several adjacent

high risk counties of the Whiteman AFB complex., Federal and State planners

are consideiing use of such mines in the current planning effort. (DCPA

recently sponsored a study to upgrade a limestone mine. The study showed

that the mine could be lighted and ventilated very quickly using expedient

techniques.)

D. ENHANCEMENT OF CURRENT CIVIL DEFENSE FOR NEW MEXICO AREAS STUDIED

As in Missouri, there could be good confidence of effective lifesaving
only if essential supporting systems and capabilities were developed, such

as Direction and Control, Communications, Radiological Defense, and Emer-

gency Public Information, including necessary exercising and training.

1. Los Alamo-

a. Shelter Survey

Since many of the designated public shelters are in basement

areas, an "all-effects" survey could be made of existing NSS shelters to

determine the relative blast resistance thereof. Based on such a survey,

plans could be developed for upgrading those buildings where the inherent

blast resistance can be enhanced through expedient measures.
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b. Crisis Relocation Plans

A plan for relocating the population of Los Alamos to lower

risk arees could be developed. Although the opinion has been expressed by

officials at Los Alamos that not more than 50 percent of the population

would relocate if given that option, it seems prudent that such an optionshould be provided for those not electing to stay.

c. Warning

In order to Increase outdoor warning coverage to 90 percent

or more, 6 additional sirens would be required; I in the Pajarito area; ,

3 in the town of White Rock; and 2 in the Los Alamos residential area. An

indoor warning system would also be effective in improving nighttime

coverage.

2. Albuquerque

a. The "all-effects" survey of all National Shelter Survey (NSS)

buildings in the Albuquerque Risk Area could be completed, and the CSP

updated to current criteria.

b. Installation of additional outdoor warning sirens could be

accelerated to obtain 90 percent coverage.

c. Completion of planning in host counties could be accelerated.

3. White Sands

a. An "all-effects" survey of existing shelter spaces could be

made to determine the feasibility of utilizing best available inherent

blast protection for personnel who might be required to stay at White Sands

if the decision is made to relocate the general population.

b, Contingency plans could be developed for crisis relocation

of the population.
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E. DESCRIPTION OF POTENTIAL IMPROVED CIVIL DEFENSE PROGRAMS; POTENTIAL
COSTS

Four types of CD programs, including three potential improved CD

programs, were analyzed in this study:

* Current CD

0 A Crisis Relocation Program

* An Expedient Shelter Program

0 A Dedicated Blast Shelter Program.

The following paragraphs describe the programs and their estimated costs.

Table 4 summarizes the cost estimates.

As envisioned in SPC Report 342, Candidate U.S. Civil Defense ?rograms

[Ref. 1], blast-risk areas in the U.S., based on a "large-scale" nuclear

attack including a pot-_ntial attack against all large cities, contained

140 million people. Clearly, one can pick any number of people at risk

,from blast) from 0 to 140 million, depending on what type of attack one

considers most likely. In this study, two other ways of specifying numbers

of people at risk were specified, based on attacks less severe than the

"large-scale" attack. The numbers of people are 75 million and 7 million.

Cost estimates were prepared based on these numbers.

All cost estimates are in 1979 dollars. For all programs it is

assumed that the program would be established over a period of five years,

and maintained thereafter. The annual maintenance cost (in 1979 dollars)

would generally be less than the annual costs required to establish the

programs. Estimated costs are generally consistent with actual costs of

CD systems in the Scandinavian nations.

The "bottom line" (literally) of Table 4 is that the annual cost of

U.S. civil defense, per American citizen, is currently about $0.45, and,

according to the estimates, would be (depending on the number of people

considered to be "at risk"):

* For a Crisis Relocation Program:

$0.65 to $1.55
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a For an Expedient Shelter Program:[ !$1.20 to $7.40

a For a Dedicated Blast Shelter Program:

$2.70 to $45.00.

1. Current Civil Defense

Current CD in the selected high-risk areas has been described

previously in Chapter III and Appendices A and B. The costs for current

CD in Table 4 are simply a restatement of the authorized DCPA budget for

FY 1979, which totals $96.5 million.

2. Crisis Relocation Program

* This is the program for improved U.S. CD recommended by the

Secretary of Defense. Full plans and preparations for crisis relocation

would be established for all areas selected as "risk areas," and their

corresponding host areas. Supporting systems would also be upgraded.

Fallout protection for evacuees would be provided by crisis actions to

upgrade fallout protection factors (PFs) of existing structures in host

areas (to average of PF 50), based on peacetime planning; but to keep costs

low, there would be no peacetime stockpiling of materials. Several days

of crisis buildup would be necessary, to allow time for relocation.

Three potential Crisis Rel.ocation (CR) programs were costed.

* CR-a: Full CR for CONUS (140 million people in areas to be
evacuated)

* CR-b: CR for areas containing 75 million people; current
CD (at least) elsewhere

0 CR-c: CR for counterforce areas only, containing 7 million
people; current CD (at least) elsewhere.

a. Shelter Survey

Survey would be completed of best available protection in

existing structures in areas near counterforce targets. Best-available

blast as ,ell as fallout protection would be identified throughout the U.S.,
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including in areas of shelter deficit, structures whose fallout protection

in host areas, and blast protection for key workers in risk areas coula be

upgraded during crisis periods. Survey in host areas would be accelerated.

(Five-year cost, $60 million, for all three possibilities for CR.)

b. Planning for Crisis Development of Shelter

Detailed planning would be conducted for crisis upgrading

of existing structures in host areas to attain an average fallout protection

factor of 50. for both evacuees and host residents. Host areas contain

about 183 miilion spaces in about 390,000 facilities, for an average of

470 spaces per facility. A surveyor takes from one-half to one and one- L
half hours to perform the on-site shelter-use determination task, at a cost

of roughly $11.00 per hour or $0.03 per shelter space. A planner locates

lumber and equipment, allocates them for upgrading, and corrects, documents,

and incorporates the final data into a shelter use plan, at a cost of

roughly $375 for 20,000 shelter spaces, or $0.02 per shelter space. The

planning cost estimate is $0.0 per shelter space.

Detailed planning would be conducted to develop 55-psi blast

protection for key workers expected to commute into risk areas to keep

essential industries and services operating during the crisis, by construc-

tion of high-quality expedient shelters, and/or upgrading b'ast resistance

of basemerits of existing structures; cost estimate is $5/space.

CR-a: $0.05/space x 140M + $5/space x 9.OM = $50M

CR-b: $0.05/space x 75M + $5/space x 5.OM = $30M

CR-c: $0.05/space x 7M + $5/sp,ce x 0.5M = 3M

c. Shelter Marking

All presently unmarked public shelters throughout the U.S.

would be marked, including about 95,000 now identified but unmarked, as

well as additional facilities identified by FY 1979-1983 surveys ($5M).

I
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d. Shelter Stocking

T Sanitation supplies, water containers, and ventilation kits

(but no food or medical supplies) would be provided for evacuees (but not

host residents). The per capita cost estimates are as follows:

Number of Cost Per
Item Unit Cost People Served Person Served,

Collapsible
Commode $5.24 9 $0.58

Sanitation
Kit $10.12 100 $0.10

Water
Container $45.00 100 $0.45

Ventilation
Kitsi $405.00 560 $0.73

$1.86

Total cost estimates are:

CR-a: $1.86 x 140M = $260M

CR-b: $1.86 x 75M = $140M

CR-c: $1.86 x 7M = $ 13M

e. Shelter Management

Cadres of Shelter Manager Officers/Instructors would be

trained to prepare shelter plans and train Shelter Managers during crisis.

CR-a: $50M

CR-b: $25M

CR-c: $ 5M

11 "Kit" = I bicycl, fan + 3 Kearny Pumps; some shelters would require only
part of a "kit."
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f. Nuclear Civil Protection Planning

At; enhanced planning staff would be provided to develop

crisis relocation plans, permitting the evacuation posture to be held for

at least four weeks and, if possible, for longer periods; and to provide

confidence of effective execution of plans.

CR-a: $200M

CR-b: $130M

CR-c: $ 55M

g. Warning

National Warning System coverage would be extended, through-

out the U.S., to broadcast stations; matching-fund support would be continued
for current state and local warning systems. A "crisis home alerting tech-

nique" (CHAT) capability would be developed to improve nighttime warning

($50M, all CR options).

h. Direction and Control

Matching-fund support would be continued for construction

of fallout-protected local Emergency Operating Centers; support would be

provided at a nderate level for on -site simulated-emergency exercises for

key local officials and EOC staffs essential to developing the ability to

execute emergency plans; two remaining Federal Regional Centers would be

constructed to provide full coverage; cost estimate $65M for U.S. In

addition, austere, fallout-protected Emergency Operating Centers would be

developed in host areas, located to provide a distributed, survivable

Direction and Control network. The program would be enhdnced to provide

on-site simulated-emergency exercises for key local officials, with emphasis

on host-area operations.

CR-a: 1,300 austere EOCs @ $200K + $65M - $3&'M

CR-b: 700 austere EOCs @ $200K + $65M - $205,14rI
CR-c: 65 austere EOCs @ $200K + $65M - $ J80M
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I. Radiologizal Defense (RADEF)

JRadiologica! Defense Officers would be trained for host
areas. Low-cost ratemeters and dosimeters would be procured. Provision

would be made for training Radiological Monitors and otherwise providingi

greater confidence of performance.

CR-a: $90M

CR-b: $60M

CR-c: $30M

J. Emergency Public Information (EPI) and Crisis Training

For risk and host areas, mass-media [P! materials would be

provided for crisis use; Conmunity Shelter Plan information materials for

citizens would be published (e.g., in telephone directories) on where to

go/what to do in case of attack; a crisis-expectant training system would

be established to meet citizens' demands for information in periods of

developing crisis; fallout and EMP protection, emergency generators, and

programming links to local EOCs would be provided for broadcast stations

in host areas, to provide a distributed survivable capability to provide

emergency information and instructions to the shelter population in the

transattack and postattack periods.

CR-a: $150M

CR-b: $ 80M

CR-c: $ 1OM

k. Management

State/local civil defense staffs would be supported, based

on the need for an effective managenent structure for both peacetime system

development and crisis actions.

CR-a: $350M

CR-b: $335M

CR-c: $320M
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1. Research and Development

The present program would be enhanced to provide for inten-

sive research on all aspects of Crisis Relocation and possible future blast

shelter programs ($80M, all CR possibilities). j
3. Expedient Shelter Program 5

Expedient Shelters would be most effective under a scenario

involving several weeks or months of severe international tension (long

enough to preclude sustained spontaneous evacuation but severe enough to

induce people to follow government directives and build expedient shelters),

followed by a very sudden attack.

At least one historical experience may be relevant to this point.

On September 1-3, 1939, the British evacuated some 1.5 million women and

children from London just before Britain declared war. About 2 million

additional people evacuated spontaneously. Because no bombing occurred over

the next several months (the period called the "phoney war" at the time),

most evacuees returned to London. However, many people constructed shelters"3

in or behind their homes, with the government having provided kits for

Anderson or Morrison shelters free of charge for lower-income citizens.

Such shelters were, of course, used when the "blitz" occurred in August

1940, and in later attacks.

Field tests have snown that the average American family can, in

a matter of several hours, build an expedient fallout shelter which also

can provide significant blast protection [Refs. 7 and 8]. In fact, Soviet

CD publications emphasize the feasibility and utility of such shelters,

including potential problems and remedies in constructing expedient shelters

in winter when the ground is frozen [Refs. 9 and 10].

Under the Expedient Shelter Program analyzed in this study, the

Federal Government would stockpile shelter-construction "kits" throughout

high-risk areas. This stockpiling would take place over a five-year peace-

time period. The stockpiling would be in government-owned warehouses, or
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on government land. A survey would specify locations far enough away from

potential targets that 15 psi would be sufficient protection from a I-MT

burst.

Expedient Shelters would be of several different types, depending

on the extent to which the area in question were urban or rural. For

simplicity, the cost estimate for this study was based on one Expedient

Shelter type, the "Shored-Trench Shelter" [Ref. 11], illustrated in

Figure 2 (Chapter I). The mean lethal overpressure is at least 15 psi

(probably higher), and the fallout protection factor (PF) is about 200.

This design calls for 100 board-feet of lumber per occupant. The 1979

lumber cost is $0.64-$0.68 per board foot. The shelter cost used here is

$70.00 per occupant, which provides for "kits" including nails, plastics,

and other necessary materials. Estimated costs are:

$70/person x 7M = $ 500M

$70/person x 75M - $5,250M

Planning for this is estimated to cost another 10 percent of the above

estimate.

During the five-year peacetime period, extensive public informa-

tion, training, and education would occur in the high-risk areas. The

public would be periodically reminded of the shelter-construction instruc-

tions, through the media and/or direct mail.

A radio warning system would be deployed, with home receivers.

This would be DIOS (Decision Information Distribution System).

APlanning, Direction and Control, Radiological Defense, Management,

and Research/Development would be essentially the same as for the Crisis

Relocation Program,
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4. Dedicated Blast Shelter Program

I

Dedicated Blast Shelters (DBS) would be constructed over a five-

year period in all high-risk areas of the U.S. This is the only program,

considered under which people could generally be protected from nuclear

weapons effects given only 15 to 30 minutes warning of attack. The program

was costed assuming that the number of people at risk were:

DBS-a: 140M -4

DBS-b: 75M

DBS-c: 7M

)r
a. Peacetime Construction

rJ
The Dedicated Blast Shelter costed for this study has a

500-person capacity, a mean lethal overpressure of 55 psi, and a fallout-

protection factor (PF) of 500. A diagram is given in Figure 4 (Chapter I).

The cost estimate is based on 1978 data estimates (Refs. 12, 13]. The

shelter-type is a reinforced concrete arch, and the cost estimate (1979

dollars) is $30 per square foot, or $300 per person.' This is consistent

with actual shelter costs in the Scandinavian nations. The cost includes

planning, survey, and marking.

DBS-a: $300 x 140M = $42,OOOM

DBS-b: $300 x 7SM = $22,500M

DBS-c: $300 x 7M = $ 2,100M

b. Shelter Stocking

Austere stocks, including water, sanitation kits, ventilation

kits, medical supplies, and two weeks of austere but adequate food (new type,

which will apparently last for decades) can be procured in very large quan-

tities for $5.00 per person,1,,
'At least one professional construction company believes that such construc- I
tion could be accomplished for $20 per square foot ($200 per person), in1978 dollars [Ref. 14].
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DBS-az $5 x 140M - $700M

DBS-b: $5 x 75M = $375M

DBS-c: $5 x 7M = $ 35M

c. Shelter Management

t C r aEnhance shelter management program over that provided for in

the CR Program, by means of more extensive preparation and training in
[ peacetime.

DBS-a: $100M

DBS-b' $ 55M

DBS-c: $ IOM

d. Nuclear Protection Planning

Provide enhanced planning staff to plan for maximizing the

number of people who could reach shelter during 15 to 30 minute warning

period, to plan for sheltered posture to be held for two to four weeks, if

necessary. Provide CRP to deal with spontaneous evacuation during a

prolonged crisis.

DBS-a: $500M

DBS-b: $290M

DBS-c: $ 70M

e. Warning

A radio warning system would be deployed, including home

receivers. This would essentially be the Decision Information Distribution

System (DIDS) developed by DCPA.

DBS-a: 200 transmitters @ $5M + 40M receivers @ $25 = $2,OOOM

DBS-b: 110 transmitters @ $5M + 22M receivers @ $25 = $1,100M

DBS-c: 10 transmitters @ $5M + 2M receivers @ $25 = $ lOOM
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f. Other Support Systems

For Direction and Control, RADEF, EPl/Training, and R&D, the

costs and general activities are roughly estimated to be about the same as

for the CR Program.

g. Management

To supervise the extensive shelter construction, much more

detailed management is necessary.
I

DBS-a: $1,500M

DBS-b: $ 650M

DBS-c: $ 360M

F. POTENTIAL METHODS OF FINANCING SHELTER PROGRAMS

Considerable thought has been given over the years to various potential

methods of financing a U.S. dedicated shelter program. In principle,

several methods are possible [Ref. 15]:

0 Construction, with full federal funding of shelters, probably for
dual use (the peacetime use being as a parking garage, warehouse,
community center, etc.)

I Provision for mandatory inclusion of shelter space in new
construction F

* Federal tax incentives (partial or full subsidy) to encourage
incorporating shelter into new homes and other buildings

* Full or partial financing by states
6 Full or partial financing by local government

Individual initiative.

Experience in the late 1950s revealed that very few people are willing

to construct even fallout shelters at their own expense, and it is not

known how much more productive a tax-incentive approach would be. Local

and state governments also would generally not be able to provide a major

portion of the funding. As for mandatory construction, with partial to I
full subsidy, this has proved a practicable approach in a number of
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European countries, for developing shelters in single-family houses, apart-

ments, and commercial structures. It is quite possible that a legally

sound approach could be put together in the United States for subsidizing

development of blast or fallout shelters.

Barring mandatory construction, all approaches other than full Federal

funding appear to offer a negligible chance of success.

6
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V. ANALYSIS OF EFFECTS OF POSSIBLE NUCLEAR ATTACKS

As described in Chapter II, two possible nuclear attacks are assumed.

The first, "counterforce-only," consisted of the same attacL' against U.S.

ICBMs, strategic submarine bases, and bomber bases as assumed in SPC

Report No. 342, Candidate U.S. Civil Defense Programs, [Ref. 1]. The

second included the "counterforce-only" attack plus, for additional defense-

related R&D facilities, 1-megaton airbursts with a height of burst (HOB)

optimized for coverage of 10-psi peak overpressures per Reference 2. The

areas placed at risk from these attacks were previously described in Chapter

II. Figures 7 and 8 illustrate the fall6ut patterns, which are the same

for both attacks, since the airbursts do not produce appreciable fallout.

A. COMPUTER ANALYSES OF FATALITIES AND INJURIES FROM ASSUMED ATTACKS
FOR ENTIRE CONUS

The effects of the assumed attacks were analyzed for four possible CD

programsi and three possible warning times. The methods and associated

assumptions used in the computer analysis are described in Reference 1.

The four CD programs were based on:

e The current CD program (existing plans and facilities, some
radio/TV warning and last-minute instructions--mainly affectingspontaneous evacuation).

* A fully installed crisis relocation program.

* An expedient shelter program (for protecting the population
in place).

0 Fully developed, dedicated blast shelters (shelter distribution

and type roughly matched to population distribution).

'The level of deployment for each program described is matched to the
assumed level of attack.
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The three warning timesi were:

e Crisis warning (I to 2 weeks)

* Nominal 24-hour crisis oeriod

0 Tactical warning (on launch, 15 to 30 minutes).

Although, in principle, the four programs and three warning times specify

12 cases, in practice, three of the cases did not vary sufficiently from

others in the set to warrant a separate computer run. Thus, nine cases

were addressed in detail. The quantitative assumptions regarding evacua-

tion and shelter effectiveness were provided by DCPA and are given in

Table 5. A description of these cases follows. (Note: "Risk areas" differ

substantially for the two attacks assumed.)

1. Current Civil Defense

a. Case 1 (1- to 2-Weeks Warning).

* It is assumed that 10 percent will spontaneously
evacuate, even though no evacuation plans exist.

2

* Those who have home basements will use them, and those
who have no home basements will seek shelter in base-
ments of nearby large buildings.

* If neither home basements nor large building basements
are available, people will seek shelter in interior
corridors of large buildings.

3

a If none of the above is available, people will improve
an area in their place of residence.

'Although the terms "1- to 2-weeks warning" and "24-hour warning" are used
herein, the meaning is a crisis buildup over such a characteristic time,
with the chance of attack increasing rapidly, not definite knowledge that
an attack wilI occur at the end of the time specified.
2National opinion surveys indicate that up to 40 percent of the population
would consider spontaneous evacuation under these circumstances. I
3The percentages of the population who will (or will be able to) respond
are implied by the percentages at various protection factor levels 5
in Table 5.
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b. Case 2 (24-Hour Warning)

0 Five percent spontaneously evacuate. The remainder
will react as in bullets numbered two, three, and
four under Case 1.

c. Case 3 (15 to 30 Minutes Warning)

* No one will have time to evacuate.

* General confusion will occur; families will attempt to
reunite; 35 percent will be caught unprotected.

0 The remainder will be in places of residence, and go
into basements if available; all others will be caught
in upper story space.

2. Crisis Relocation

a. Case 4 (1- to 2-Wepks Warning)

* It is assumed that good evacuation plans and capabilities
exist and are implemented.

* Key workers will occupy dedicated risk area blast
shelters.'

* Others in risk areas and all in non-risk areas will use
best available shelter based on national shelter survey
(NSS) data, 2 and where it is deficient, will expediently
upgrade fallout shelters to a minimum fallout protection
factor (PF) of 50.

b. Case 5 (24-Hour Warning)

* It is assumed that good evacuation plans exist, but
only 65 percent are able to implement them [Ref. 1].

* Stay-behinds will occupy best available shelter. Where
it is in insufficient supply, limited success in upgrad-
ing existing buildings will be achieved.

155 pounds per square inch (psi) mean lethal overpressure/45 psi mean
casualty overpressure/500 fallout protection factor.

People were assumed to go to the nearest marked NSS shelter, regardless
of its specific resistance to blast or fallout.
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C. Case 6 (15 to 30 Minute Warning)

e No one will evacuate.
e Twenty percent will be in transit or otherwise

relatively exposed.

0 As many others as possible will occupy best available
shelter (until it is filled).

, e The remainder will be caught in upper story space,

3. Expedient Shelters: Cases 7 Through 9

Computer evaluation of Case 8 only (24-hour warning,.10 percent

in expedient shelters of 15/14/200) was carried out. Although it seems

unlikely that expedient shelters for more than 10 percent of the population

could be readied in 24 hours, it also seems unlikely that a 24-hour warning

would not be preceded by a period of crisis such that the population would

be concerned enough to take action if they knew what action to take. Based

on this rationale, the results from Case 8 were compared with the results

of other cases to deduce the possible effectiveness of an expedient shelter
program under such conditions.1 F3r Case 7, the results from Case 8 were

extrapolated based on a combination of a lengthy crisis period and short

warning times. It was assumed that an intense crisis occurs of sufficient

duration that most people decide it would be impractical to evacuate and do

not do so. Eighty percent are sufficiently uncertain so that they remain,

electing to build expedient 15-psi shelters with a PF of 200 (based on

government :,vice and stockpiled materials); an attack is suddenly launched,

and people occupy that shelter prior to the time of weapon arrival.2 Case 9

allows so little time (15 to 30 minutes) that results would differ little,

if any, from those associated with Cases 3 and 6.

1Tf the crisis relocation program were in being in conjunction with t .e
expedient shelter program, the number of casualties for Case 8 would
obviously he less than for Case 5 (same warning time, crisis relocation
only) for both of the postulated attacks. (Fatalities estimated to be at
ist 50 percent lower for the "CF-plus" attack, Table 7.)

2Based on these assumptions, extrapolation indicates that the number of
Lasualties for Case 7 would be comparable to Cases 4 and 10 for both of
the postulated attacks. (This assumes that the non-risk area protection
factors are the same as for Casps 4 and 10.)
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4. Dedicated Blast Shelters

a. Case 10 (1- to 2-Weeks Warning)

, * It is assumed that 50 percent will evacuate in spite
of the availability of blast shelters. Relocation
plans exist, in addition to the blast shelters, in the
event there is sufficient time for relocation.

* Tne remainder in the risk areas will occupy dedicated
blast shelters. Best available shelter upgraded to a
PF of 50 will be used in the non-risk areas.

b. Case 11 (24-Hour Warning)

A This was not run on the computer. Results would fall
between Cases 10 and 12, and probably closer to 12
since the warning time would not allow for a great
deal of improvement in fcllout shelters.

c. Case 12 (15 to 30 Minute Warning)

0 None evacuate--essentially all in the risk areas occupy
blast shelter (assumes very extensive public informa-
tion during peacetime prior to attack).

0 Twenty percent of those in non-risk areas throughout
the country, aware that blast shelters are being built
in counterforce areas and that fallout is probable else-
where, should an attack take place, are assumed to have
upgraded shelter space at their place of residence.

0 The remainder use best available shelter; when it is
filled, those remaining are caught in upper story space.

5. Results of Computer Analyses at National Level

Figures 9 and 10 depict the computer-calculated number of fatalities

resulting from the counterforce-only (CF-only) and counterforce-plus-govern-

ment-research-facilities (CF-plus) attacks, respectively. The reduction in
numbers of fatalities, as a result of either the evacuation or dedicated

blast shelter programs when associated with one-to two-weeks warning time, I:
is impressive. The results for an expedient shelter program, based on

extrapolation techniques, are certain to be equally impressive under the
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I
same warning time conditions. Both the evacuation and expedient shelter

programs are much less effective, however, when warning times are limited

to 24 hours or less. Tables 6 and 7 illustrate the computer-calculated

jinjuries as well as fatalities. In both the CF-only and CF-plus attacks,

it is apparent that fallout fatalities and injuries dominate the scene for

each of the civil defense programs; 1 evacuation, blast shelters, or a com-

bination of the two. The number of fatalities/injuries is a strong func-

tion of warning time, though to a lesser degree when blast and fallout

shelter programs are in being. Since blast shelters would be built outside

the pertinent radius of overpressure effects for anticipated strikes, the

actual numbers of blast fatalities and injuries would be close to zero if

adequate dedicated or expedient blast shelters were built in the risk areas.

B. SENSITIVITY ANALYSES OF FATALITIES/INJURIES IN THE CONTINENTAL

UNITED STATES (CONUS)

Based on the results presented in Figures 9 and 10, Tables 6 and 7,

and extrapolation from the more detailed analyses performed in relation to

Missouri, in particular, and New Mexico to a limited degree, the following

points are pertinent to evaluation of civil defense tradeoffs in the

national context.

1. Blast Risk Areas

0 If one assumes that the warning time will be limited to 15
to 30 minutes, only the dedicated blast shelter program is
effective. (Note that there are large numbers of casualties
from fallout outside the risk area, however.)

'The high levels of fallout produced were the result of detonating all
counterforce weapons on the surface. If the assumption had been made
that one of the two weapons detonated at each missile silo had been a
low airburst, the total amount of fallout generated would have been
reduced by about 40 percent. The latter assumption was used in the
counterforce study reported upon in the Hearin,: before the Subcommittee
on Arms Control, International Law and Organization of the Committee on
Foreign Relations, United States Senate, on September 11, 1974, [Ref. 16].
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9 If one assumes 24-hour warning, the expedient shelter pro-
gram could be fairly effective (provided everyone knew what
to do in advance) but much less certain than the dedicated
blast shelter system. A combination of expedient shelter
and crisis relocation should be relatively effective as
compared to the present CD. (Once again, however, fallout
fatalities are high outside the blast risk areas.)

* If one assumes 72-hours warning or more (one to two weeks
would be better) the expedient shelter program could be
almost as effective as the dedicated blast shelter program.
Based on extrapolation, the number of blast fatalities and
injuries would decrease to very nearly zero. A combination
of crisis relocation with expedient shelters would almost
certainly be as effective as dedicated blast shelters and
might be better in the sense that less people would have to
spend extended periods of time in shelters awaiting the
necessary decrease in radiation levels from fallout. (Note
however, that the evacuees may still be in jeopardy unless
moved to areas where there will be no fallout or where
adequate fallout shelter can be provided.)

* The performance of the current CD program would be inade-
quate under conditions of nuclear attack, particularly so

4 in case of a full-scale attack. Full-scale attack results
f are compared to the consequences of the limited attacks in

Figure 11 and Appendix C, Table C-1. (Note that crisis
relocation may be essential in preparation for a full-scale
attack, since both dedicated and expedient blast shelters
are more difficult to build and less effective in urban
areas.)

The "counterforce-only" attack, as noted previously,
includes two surface bursts of about a megaton on each
ICBM silo plus one or two surface bursts on each of the
SAC bases and ballistic missile submarine ports. This
involves some 2,000 surface detonations, 300 of which
are at the Whiteman missile complex in Missouri. The
"counterforce-plus research laboratories" attack adds
a significant number of additional weapons detonated
over suburban or urban areas; namely one or (occasion-
ally) two air bursts at each of some 80 research lab-
oratories, many of which are in or very near cities.
Thus, roughly 50 megatons are detonated in quite densely
populated areas which results in several millions of
additional fatalities under the current civil defense
posture.

A "full-scale" attack [Ref. I], by contrast, includes a
few thousand detonations (and megatons) in addition to
those directed against counterforce targets, which
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ii
impact metropolitan areas for the most part and results
in about 30 times as many fatalities as the weapons
directed against the "research laboratory targets" in
the limited attack.

2. Non-Risk1 and/or Host Areas

6 While non-risk or host areas are defined, for purposes of
this study, as those areas not subject to blast damage, it fl
is evident that very large areas are at risk as a result of
radioactive fallout from the surface bursts in the counter-
force target areas. Since a larger or full-scale attack Ii
could involve surface Gr near-surface detonations in many
other areas of the CONUS, there are few, if any, areas which
are totally devoid of risk insofar a!, fallout is concerned. U'
Most, if not all, urban and subur'an areas are potentially
at risk from a blast damage point of view as well.

* Fallout, if not adequately prepared for, will cause more
fatalities than blast in all cases and under all attack
conditions treated here. In the case of Missouri, the num-
ber of fallout fatalities exceeds the total population2 ofthe blast risk area in each case. Under current CD condi-

tions, the number of fallout fatalities in Missouri, based
on wind conditions assumed, exceeded the total population
of the blast risk area by a factor of 10 or more under any
warning time condition. Since it costs less per capita
to protect against fallout and because it takes time for
fallout to arrive after a detonation (so that there is more
time to react), it is clear that a balanced CD program
should take this aspect into consideration,

& In addressing solutions to the problems of fallout protec-
tion, a number of factors are worth keeping in mind:

The prevailing higher altitude winds (at 35,000 to
50,000 feet) are from West to East, or within 45
degrees either way some 75 percent of the time. The
area covered with fallout from counterforce strikes
alone is a significant portion of CONUS see Figures 7
and 8). For a counterforce attack the majority of
casualties are due to fallout carried downwind from

'Non-risk in terms of anticipated blast effects.
2Missouri blast risk area population is approximately 210,000. 1$'
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the strike area to adjacent population centers. Unfor-
tunately the winds and other weather effects are subject
to infinite variations throughout the year and provide
most difficult inputs to incorporate into civil defense
preparations. The fallout patterns over the state of
Missouri provide an excellent example to study the
effects of wind variations.

-' The weapons employed in the attack considered in this
report produce individual radioactive clouds with some
debris extending 70,000 feet or more in height. The
combined effects of 300 detonations would be expected
to carry the particles even higher. These particles,
in falling back to earth, pass through a number of
separate air currents. These currents range in speed
from up to 100 mph for the high altitude jet stream to
about 10 mph for winds nearer the surface. Their direc-
tions of movement also vary and may even be opposite
each other. The lower altitude (and velocity) winds
are responsible for dispersing the heavier particles
as they rapidly descend in the vicinity of the blast
area while the lighter particles are transported by ]
the high velocity upper air currents to points which
may be hundreds of miles away.

The fallout patterns of Figures 7 and 8, which were
produced by the computer model of the attack used in
this report, are the result of the wind pattern for a
particular year and a particular date in March. This
wind pattern is meant to be representative of average
wind conditions, but should not be considered the wind I
picture at all times in the event of attack. A
revealing picture is presented in Figure 12 which shows
the percentage of time the wind might be blowing in a
particular direction at 35,000 feet. Only major direc-
tional components are presented and they account for
only about 80 percent of the complete picture. What
is shown, however, is that there is a considerable
probability that the wind will be blowing somewhere
within a 90 degree sector centered around due east.
The computer analysis was conducted for a wind travel-
ing nearly due east. From the discussion above it is
seen that fallout patterns cannot be predicted with
infallible accuracy. Clearly one does not want to
evacuate people into a region subject to heavy fallout
nor does one want to provide inadequate fallout
shelter.
Figure 13 shows that, as program changes are made whicih
reduce the number of fallout fatalities, the number of

injuries increases in almost direct proportion. Since
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the fallout protection factor criterion for this study
was a PF of 50 in most cases, this implies that a PF of
50 is inadequate, at least in the areas downwind from
massive counterforce attacks. That this may apply
mainly to the areas which are downwind from multiple
surface bursts is reinforced by the observation that
this pattern is much less pronounced in the national
results (Tables 6 and 7) than for Missouri. This could,
however, be attributed to the fact that the heavy fall-
out areas resulting from attacks in the northern U.S.
are less heavily populated. Based on evaluation of
results in Missouri which are addressed later, it is
clear that a PF of 500 is more than adequate and that
a PF of 200 is probably adequate, particularly since
the ground roughness factor has not been included.

Figure 14 shows accumulated dose as a function of time,
assuming no fallout protection, and the dose rate in
roentgens as a function of time. This is for a par-
ticular place in Missouri and is representative of
heavy fallout but is by no means the worst case. It
does show, however, that individuals will have to stay
in shelters for considerable lengths of time before
venturing outside for more than a short period of time.
It has been suggested that one might, if close enough
to an uncontaminated area, leave the shelter to move
there. This would involve evaluating the tradeoff
between longer and shorter exposure times at lower and
higher exposure rates, respectively.

C. SENSITIVITY ANALYSES OF FATALITIES/INJURIES IN MISSOURI AND NEW MEXICO I
In addition to the computer analyses of the impact on CONUS, detailed

acomputer analyses were provided by county and simple sensitivity analyses

performed to estimate variation in fatalities and injuries as a function

of protection factor and warning time in Missouri and New Mexico. Missouri

and New Mexico represent indivioual state cases which are toward either

extreme of the range of damage anticipated from the postulated attacks,

although there are a few states which escape injury completely.

Missouri represents a case of heavy potential damage for most scenarios,

and is an extreme case particularly in the CF-only attack postulated here

since other affected areas are sparsely populated in comparison. The sen-

sitivity analyses, as applied to Missouri, are concerned in large part .1
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with the impact of crisiq relocation, the requirements for shelter in the

blast risk areas and the consequences of fallout within the rest of the

state.

New Mexico is considered to be at the low end of the potential damage

spectrum because there are only a few targets under any strike scenario,

and, with the exception of Bernalillo County (Albuquerque), the population

is comparatively sparse. Because of the nature of the potential targets

in New Mexico, it is assumed less likely that surface detonations would be

deliberately employed; therefore, fallout would not create nearly the

potential problem that it does in Missouri where, because of the number of

missile sites, large numbers of relatively high-yield surface detonations

may be anticipated under any but the most limited of attack scenarios.

The range of possibilities and the sensitivity of results in terms of

potential fatalities and injuries, as well as possible modification of

response in terms of civil defense planning or activity, are discussed in

the sections which follow.

1. Missouri

Figure 15 illustrates the blast risk area, and the expected area

of appreciable fallout from the attack postulated. The population distri-

bution, before and after the evacuation assumed for the computer analysis

(based on 1975 Bureau of Census estimates), is shown in Figures 16 and 17.

This evacuation model distributes the population evacuated from the blast

risk areas uniformly in proportion to the existing population tiroughout

the remaining counties of the state. This is quite differenL than present

plans which are shown in Appendix A. This also adds population to counties

which suffer from heavy fallout based un these attacks. An evaluation of

possible evacuation schemes to reduce the population in areas at risk from

fallout is included in Appendix C.

Table 8 shows the results of the DCPA computer runs for Missouri

fatalities for the set of programs and warning times. For Missouri, the

results are the same for CF-ony and CF-plus attacks. These results are
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I

shown graphically in Figures 18 and 19, which show the reduction in the

number of casualties and in the number of fatalities, respectively, as a

function of upgrading the protection afforded for the various warning times.

These bars represent the gain, measured in number of lives, achieved by

greater protection and increased warning time. Figures 13, 20, and 21
demonstrate that as the number of fatalities are decreased, the number of

injured increases, except for the dedicated blast shelter case where the

population in the "at risk" areas has much greater fallout protection. This

shows that the PF factor of 50 for the host areas decreases the number

of fatalities by a large amount but that the number of injured increases by

almost as large an amount, indicating that protection factors greater than

50 would be of advantage downwind from counterforce strike areas.

Missouri represents a case in which an essentially counterforce

attack can result in casualty figures comparable to a counterpopulation

attack. This is the most extreme instance where a definite strategic tar-

get of large-scale proportions lies near a region 3f moderate-to-heavy

population density. The spacing of the individual detonations is such that

the superposition of 300 single explosions would undoubtedly widen the lethal

zone beyond what might normally be expected from a simple addition of each

weapon's lethal zone. Most above-ground structures, within the area encom-

passed by the Minuteman sites, would be damaged or destroyed. This area

then represents a core towards which civil defense planners must direct

their attention to minimize loss of life.

While the immediate blast areas represent definite risk zones,

the amount of radioactive Fallout will assure that the zone of fatalities

will extend well beyond the zone of blast destruction. The limits of this

larger lethal area are much less predictable. Depending on atmospheric

conditions, the radioactive envelope might be c-nfined to an intensely
active region near the points of attack, or it might extend to a much larger

area of moderate-to-heavy radiation. In the latter case, the location and

size of this area would depend on tne wind di-ections and speed at relevant

altitudes. One readily observes from the fallout pattern (Figure 15) and
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the number of fatalities (Table 8) for Missouri that a large percentage of

the casualties are the result of fallout outside those areas designated as
"risk" areas. These numbers would be greatly reduced if provisions were

made for evacuation and/or fallout protection in the affected counties.

Evacuation plans and/or shelter programs of many kinds have been

analyzed over the last few decades. During that period, a number of common,

generally acceptable factors have been established. Some of them are that:

* In displacing large groups of people from a risk area to
an area not considered at risk, the total population of the
host area, after relocation, should not exceed roughly six
times the normal (census) population of the area. (There
are states or areas within states, such as California, where
this criteria cannot be met because the risk areas are so
heavily populated compared to the host areas.)

* The number of individuals who will remain in a risk area
rather than evacuate (and/or because they cannot move for
one reason or another, such as being a member of the critical
workforce) would probably be roughly 20 percent of the
initial population. Therefore, the expected number of
individuals to be relocated from "risk" to host areas is
roughly 80 percent.

I Protection factors (against radiation from fallout) of 50
are relatively easy to achieve in areas where homes have
basements (Table 9), and factors of several hundred are
achievable in the open (areas where there are few or
no basements) with an appreciable amount of hard work
(manual labor) in most areas and under most conditions.

* Even after evacuation from "risk" areas (which are at risk
because of blast and/or shock), evacuees may, and for many
scenarios will, need fallout protection.

* Tradeoffs between the effectiveness of evacuation and the
advisability of advanced preparation of hardened shelters
(against blast and/or high levels of fallout requiring pro-
tection factors of several hundred) are a strong function
of the amount of warning time. Since key workers will have
to stay in the "rik" areas, it is generally acknowledged
that an effective .;ivil defense program "should" include
blast and fallout shelter systems for those workers, at
least.

In performing sensitivity analyses, SPC utilized a computer model

for relocation which includes the constraints above, i.e., that 80 percent

of the population in "risk" and high density counties is moved tc "non-ris"
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I
TABLE 9

I PROTECTION FACTORS OBTAINED BY AN EARTH COVER OVER
A FULLY SUBMERGEDa BASEMENT

Protection Factor Earth Thickness (Inches)

25 6-1/2

50 9

100 12

250 15-1/2

500 18-1/2

1,000 21-1/2

alf basement walls rise above ground level, a comparable amount of dirt

would have to be piled along the outside of these walls.

counties within the state, that the final population of any county not be

greater than six times the initial (normal) population, that the residents

of medium density counties are left in place (no county is partially evac-

uated), and that, within the constraints above, the final population density

(population per square kilometer) is made as uniform as possible. The

algorithm is designed to carry out an iterative process until all of the

criteria are met. Note that if there are too many counties at "risk,"

I host counties may become saturated at six times their initial population

levels and leave a balance of population with nowhere to go within the state

under these criteria. This is unlikely to happen if the "at risk" areas

are confined to blast and shock effects only, unless a state has an extremely

large number of suc' risk areas; but when fallout is considered, particularly

in relation to low protection factors (short warning times), such a surplus

could occur. Options may be to move the excess evacuees into counties of

neiahboring states or to take preparatory measures to increase the fallout
rotection factors. In the case of short warnir.g times, this implies an

i1 being" fallout shelter nrogram established to protect population "in

place' as a hedge against the eventuality of full-scale nuclear exchange.
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As discussed earlier in this chapter, winds must be considered in

evaluating potential fallout characteristics. For the yields considered in

this analysis, winds at 35,000 to 50,000 feet (around 100 millibars) are

most significant much of the time. The detonation cloud forms at the height

of the jet stream which is the dominant wind at these altitudes. Figure 12[ depicts these winds based on a selected pattern for each season of the year.

The fallout pattern of Figure 15 resulted from the March winds which flow

almost due east,
IA simple analysis was conducted to determine the most probable

affected areas within the normal variation of wind patterns. By taking the

10,000 roentgen contour of Figure 15 and rotating it through the direc-

tional variations indicated in Figure 12, it is possible to accumulate a

probability value for any county's chances of receiving 10,000 R or more

under normal circumstances. These probabilities are shown in Figure 22.

They are probably accurate to within 10 percent. Such a diagram provides a

reasonable basis for indicating which counties to avoid as host areas for

evacuation planning and which counties are most in need of considerable

fallout protection. It should also be noted that it would be prudent

practice to weight the probability of risk, Thus, the need for fallout

protection in the heavily populated St. Louis area, which has only 30 per-

cent risk from the postulated attack on the Whiteman missile complex, might

be deemed equal or greater than that for an adjacent area having 40 to 50

percent risk but a lower population or population density.

Although it may be both economically and practically impossible
Ito provide desirable protection for all contingencies, Figure 22 identifies

areas where unprotected people would be subject to lethal radiation doses

if an attack were to take place during an appreciable part of each year

(10,000 roentgen or higher). Clearly those regions suffering moderate

fallout in the March wind pattern would experience heavy fallout if the

winds shifted in the corresponding direction. Casualties would be reduced
under most conditions by directing an evacuation program opposite that of

the most probable winds. Increasing the level of fallout protection through-

out those areas encompassed by the band of probable wind shifts would be
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of major benefit. The level of protection necessary is, for the most

part, not difficult to achieve when simultaneous blast protection is not
requi red.

Table 10 provides a summary of results of various CD program

variations in terms of estimated fatalities for Missouri and New Mexico.

In the Missouri portion of the table, the impact of reducing the number

of people at risk in the counties subject to heavy fallout is clear. A

more detailed description of these results is presented in Appendix C.

Note that provision of adequate fallout shelters would serve the same pur-

pose as relocation in terms of reduction in fatalities.

2. New Mexico

As indicated in the introduction, New Mexico represents a special

case on the low end of the expected damage scale for most, if not all,

scenarios. The scenario used for this analysis involves five strikes

against New Mexico, two each at Kirtland AFB and the White Sands Test

Center, and one at Los Alamos. These are all one megaton detonations fired

at the optimum HOB to maximize the 10-psi overpressure radius of effect.

Under these targeting criteria and normal weather conditions, the amount

of fallout would be negligible. There is at least some possibility of a

surface detonation even if not planned by a potential attacker. Since sur-

face or near-surface detonations produce fallout, this possibility may be

a consideration in developing relocation plans and/or fallout shelter

programs. Under this scenario, for example, surface detonations at Los

Aldmos might cause appreciable fallout in Santa Fe.
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a. Estimate of Blast and Shock Fatalities/Casualties
i

Locations of the five detonations within New Mexico are

shown in Figure 23. The two detonations each at Kirtland AFB (Albuquerque)

and White Sands are so close toqether that it is difficult to distinguish

them at this scale. Figure 24 shows the approximate distance between cen-

ters at Albuquerque. The extent of the overpressure zones for the detona-

tions at White Sands and Los Alamos is presented in Appendix C. Table 11

shows the expected fatalities for New Mexico for the various cases. A

more detailed breakdown of estimated fatalities and injuries is provided

in Appendix C. The results may be low b) as much as a factor of 2, since,

in Albuquerque, much of the area subjected to sequential (or simultaneous) J

2-to 5-psi peak overpressures from two bursts might suffer the same or a

greater degree of effect as at 5 psi from a single detonation. Note that I
this overlapping zone encompasses most of the area of the city while the

5 psi limits for the two detonations encompass less than half of it. II
Table 10 depicts the results depending on evacuation models.

The larger number of casualties under the present plan for New Mexico

results from the evacuation of part ot Bernalillo County into Los Alamos.

The DCPA computer analysis and SPC results are based on an assumption that

Los Alamos is evacuated (80 percent) as a result of being a county at risk,

rather than a host county.-'

'In massive general attack scenarios, serious injuries result in fatalities
because of the physical impossibility of treating the, with limited 11tedi-
cal capability. For these attack scenarios, however, t.isuming that evacua-
tion and protection systems are effectively utilized, ,iny of the injured
could be treated, perhaps, at medical facilities outsi: the affected
areas.

;This is a result of the differences in scenarios between the "counterforce
plus government research facilities" attack and that of TR-82 [Ref. 3]
which is a heavier attack based on another set of premises.
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b. Fallout Considerations

Based on the scenario (only airbursts), the fallout should

be negligible; however, should there be a surface burst, the fallout could

be rather intense. Based on winds at high altitude for these areas, the

fallout would most likely occur to the east to southeast of the target area.
Should the high-altitude winds be less than 5 mph, lower altitude wind / !
factors would dominate and the fallout would be more intense over a shorter

downwind distance of undefined direction.

c. Cross Impact With/On Other States

In addition to possible fallout from the detonations within

New Mexico, there may be lower intensity fallout dispersed across New Mexico
from detonations in Arizona as indicated in Figure 23. The pattern shown
results from representative high-altitude March winds and would vary in

location depending on the time of year.

D. COMPUTER ANALYSES OF PROPERTY DAMAGE

Under the attack against counterforce targets plus research facilities,

damage estimates were made by OCPA for a number of categories in the infra-

structure of the civil sector. These categories were selected from the list

of categories in the READY data base, which is prepared and maintained by

the Federal Preparedness Agency (FPA). Only unclassified, non-proprietary

data bases were used for this report.

The list of daegories and subcategories chosen is given in Table 12.

Fnr each category, the results of computer calculations of impact are

indicated. National results are shown in aggregated bar-graph form in

Figure 25, which illustrates estimated levels of national damage for

selected categories. Two degrees of damage are shown: destroyed or severe
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damage, and moderate or fire damage.' When summed, these categories give

the estimated total quantity of material immediately inoperable in the wake

of the attaclz. Further detail is provided in Table 12 which breaks down

certain pertinent categories into subclasses, g-,ving their corresponding

I, levels of damage. Of the major categories, hardest hit was housing, where

9.2 percent of all units were either destroyed or sustained at least moder-

ate damage. Also significant was the damage inflicted to available hospital

beds, where 9.2 percent of the total bed count for short-term facilities

and 8.7 percent of the count for long-term facilities were immediately

unusable. Of further note is the relatively slight damage to AM, FM, and

TV broadcast stations where less than one percent of the national total

was significantly damaged. The national consequences are comparatively

light because of the scenario utilized. Although this attack scenario is

re..rteentative of an intermediate attack, insofar as its impact on peopleI is concerned, the same number of weapons applied to research facilities,

if applied to destruction of facilities could create a great deal more

infrastructure damage.

Figures 26 and 27 illustrate estimated levels of damage to selected

categories of material for Missouri and New Mexico, respectively. In the

case of Missouri, which, by virtue of its ballistic missile facilities, can

plausibly be regarded as a target in virtually any attack scenario, the

estimated leves of significant damage for all categories is less than

10 percent. This is a low figure of damage, but only CF targets were

struck in Missouri and the main state infrastructure exists elsewhere. The

conpent relative to national consequences apply. For New Mexico, while

the severity of the projected attack was less than that for Missouri, the

level of significant damage inflicted was discernibly greater in several

categories. The reason for this is that a disproportionate percentage of

New Mexico's few highly developed/populated centers were selected as targets.

IModerate or fire damage implies that repair is possible. Criteria for
the amount of damage is very complex and involves "hardness" factors
and probability as to location, orientation and mode of operation at
the time of impact.
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The most notable cases of damage occurred with housing units, trucks, and

short-term medical facilities. This is more typical of probable results
I, had the attack been against infrastructure.

E. SUMMARY OF ATTACK ANALYSIS AND POSSIBLE APPROACHES FOR IMPROVING

E. CIVIL DEFENSE

This section follows the pattern established in addressing National,

Missouri, and New Mexico considerations in that order.

g; . 1. Summar _

a. National

0 The results of these limited attack scenarios imply
""I that almost any scenario is liable to affect a large

part of the U.S. population, and that a pure counter-
* force attack could have almost as large an impact on

Missouri in regard to casualties, as on all the rest
of the U.S. pat together.

* Although the matrix approach based on specific CD pro-
grams and rather specific warning times is necessary
to obtain quantitative results, it appears that a mix
of the CD methods described may result in the best
overall program approach for a given commitment of
resources.

b. Missouri

* The impact of any attack scenar 4o will be dominated by
the fallout from the probable counterforce attack
against the Whiteman missile complex.

CP Wind conditions at altitudes most pertinent to fallout
patterns are such that the St. Louis area is in

jeopardy much of the time. The Kansas City area is so
close that it too should probably be evacuated since
there are several weeks each year when, the lower
altitude winds, which are highly variable, dominate.
In addition, the counties from roughly Northeast to
Southeast of the Whiteman area are in jeopardy From
fallout an appreciable amount of the time each year.

,I
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In addition to the potential fallout problems in the
St. Louis and Kansas City areas, the possibility that
they would be targets under other limited attackI
scenarios, and the virtual assurance that they would
be targets in a full-scale nuclear attack, implies
that these areas should be evacuated and/or sheltered. I
Obviously, if acuated, the personnel should not be
moved into high-risk fallout areas due to the almost
certain counterforce portion of any but the most limited
of attacks.

c. New Mexico

I While there are fewer potential targets in New Mexico
than in many other states, the bulk of the state's resi-
dents reside in a few small areas. Thus there is
potential for high risk from a very few weapons. While
there is a great deal of uninhabited space which would)appear to allow for effective dispersion, much of the
state is desert and thus not suitable as host areas.

* The scenarios utilized do not consider all of the
potential target areas covered in TR-82 (Ref. 3] and
contain no low-altitude or surface detonations. The
possibility that these study scenarios may not address
situations which have a significant probability of
occurring suggests that CD plans not be based solely
on the results of this study.

2. Possible Approaches for Improved Civil Defense

* Although a full-scale "in being" and "in place" blast and
fallout shelter program appears to be most effective, it
could be of value to consider a phased (addressing the most
critical areas such as Missouri early-on) and mixed approach
(mixture of crisis relocation, fallout shelters, blast
shelters in CF-risk areas, and after-the-fact movement
schemes) as a means of achieving the same end results while
retaining greater floxibility in adapting to whatever attack
may c tualiy occur. Tables 13 and 14 provide a breakdown
of fatalities .;y "ri k" versus "non-risk" or host areas
which permits assessment of the consequences of establishirig
an optimized mix of approaches based on cost compared to
benefit in terms of limiting casualties.

* Perhaps assumptions should be made as to warning time sce-
narios in which, as tension increases, people who are tree
to do so would be advised to relocate some .2 hours or as
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! I long as possible in advance, and everyone (except key workers)

I told to relocate, complete their shelters or stay near avail-
able shelter some 24 to 48 hours in advance' (when the
potential enemy starts to relocate).I
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VI. PUBLIC RESPONSE AND
CIViL DEFENSE EFFECTIVENESS

The casualties.produced by a nuclear attack would reflect, in large

rmeasure, the following three factors:

# The distribution of weapons effects

- The distribution of population at the time of attack
4. * The population's protection against weapons effects at the time

of attack and during a subsequent period of fallout hazard.

The attacker largely determines the distribution of effects. Particu-

larly in counterforce areas, however, the logical aiming points are readily

inferred, and the attack effects assumed in the preceding chapters are

reasonable assumptions.

The other two factors--the population's distribution and its

protection--are the domain and concern of civil defense programs. Given

that the population is highly vulnerable in its normal state, CD programs

must seek to do two things:

e Prcvide shelter protection

* Move people to adequate shelter by the time of attack.

Both shelter and movement are, of course, required by any CD program,

but their interrelation varies markedly among programs. Nearby, highly

protective and expensive blast shelters require little movement. Large-

scale evacuations, on the other hand, could (time permitt.rig) allow use of

more modest fallout sheltering in distant, lower-risk areas. Such trade-

offs are central to analytical comparisons of alternative CD programs.

Finally, comparisons and analyses of effectiveness rest, ultimately,

on assumptions and knowledge concerning public behavior. If CD programs

involve high investmen in physical shelters, they must also include

reliable warning, education, and information efforts which could ensure

117 WczniC"o PAGE ki-uK
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maximum utilization of those shelters, Similarly, CD programs that call

for extensive public movements (evacuation) or other public actions (such

as building expedient shelters) must display a capacity to explain the

needed actions and motivate the public behavior on which such programs

depend for their effectiveness.

The following sections of this chapter address the problem of relating

public behavior to CD programs. Specifically, these sections describe: I
* Behavioral and communications factors which would influence

public response under the several programs being considered a

6 Public attitudes and the response to CD programs, with special
emphasis on te effects of a "crisis expectant" period

0 Strategies for increasing public response to CD programs, given
the variety of conditions that could influence public interest
up to the time of a crisis and attack.

The chapter following will then describe CD approaches to involving

the public in the four programs.

7 1
A. BEHAVIORAL AND COMMUNICATIONS FACTORS AFFECTING PUBLIC RESPONSE

Public behavior is discussed here in relation to the structural

characteristics of the four programs being compared. What does eachprogram require in the way of public Knowledge and action? And to what

extent does each program require the management of public behavior in order

to produce a desirable outcome? With respect to the distribution of people

and their shelter protection under each program, this section also addresses j
the potential variations in the casualty estimates for each program. That

is, how widely might casualties vary, given a program's requirements forI

public knowledge and action?

The following sections describe: 3 P
e Selected factors affecting public response to CD communications

0 The sequence of communications implicit in CD programs IJ

* The precrisis conditions which would or could affect public
response .

Conclusions about the potential variance in public response under
each of the CD programs.
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In considering these topics, the discussion also avoids (whenever
i possible) the general problem of making absolute estimates of response in

some future time and set of circumstances. Rather, the discussion considers

those aspects of the four programs which could lead to differential levels

of response on the part of people asked to execute them.

I. Selected Factors Affecting the Public Response

The response to a CD message calling for public action would be

heavily influenced by the state of public knowledge about the requested

action, the "execute" or warning message1 which sought to trigger publicT
4action, and intervening organizational factors which improved the public's

knowledge, simplified the responsive action, or otherwise lent credibility

to the communication.

. At any point in time, the public possesses a base of
knowledge from which to interpret, judge, and act on CD

Salert or warning messages. Ideally, every citizen would
have in mind a specific shelter location or evacuation
destination, a straightforward procedure and route for
reaching that point, and an internalized or taken-for-granted
intention to respond quickly to a specific warning message.
The several CD programs should be assessed for their poten-
tial to build up that base of knowledge--or their capacity
to simplify the necessary response so that less knowledge
is required.

j The organizational effectiveness of CD would, in fact, have
an important impact on the public's appraisal of CD communi-
cations. During a crisis, effective operating proceduresIcan serve tosimplify 'epublic aci)srequired,thrb
encouraging greatar participation. And the appearance of an

effective, operating organization will itself promote a
greater and more appropriate response.

* Organizational outreach is critical both before and during
a crisis. Before a crisis, training and education efforts
can produce a cadre of knowledgeable officials and citizens,
dispersed through the public, who can increase awareness,

'The "execute" message directs the people to execute the CD plan (i.e.,
evacuate and/ur take shelter, The warning message tells the people that
an attack has been launched. The two messages may or may not come
simul taneously.

1
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acceptance, and knowledge of the program as they participate

in diverse organizations and social groups. During a crisis,
these people--as well as formal emergency organizations--can
become visible actors in the civil defense operation. Again,
public response is favorably impacted both by the enhance-
ment of the visible organization and by the increased pene-
tration of organizations and groups represented in the CD
effort.

0 The "execute" and warning messages, requesting the public to
take action in accordance with a CD program, will vary in
effectiveness as a function of such factors as the complexity
of the message and the complexity or difficulty of the action
requested. These factors, of course, will vary with the
program's requirements for public action--the decisions or
choices required or allowed; the effort, time and sacrifice
involved; and of course the credibility of the threat. The
nature of the execute and warning messages, finally, must
reflect the state of knowledge for interpreting them and the
organizational capability to guide and assist the public.

The four civil defense programs analyzed here can be compared, at

least roughly, with an eye to their relative effectiveness along these

dimensions. Before examiring the programs, however, it is necessary to

consider (1) the sequence of planned civil defense communications and

(2) certain preconditioning periods which could in'luence public knowledge

and responsiveness.

2. The Sequence of Civil Defense Communications

The CD public education, training, and emergency public informa-

tion (EPI) programs described in the next chapter envision the following

sequence of communications affecting the public or key actors.

0 Public education and training efforts designed to improve
the state of public knowledge, prepare an organizational
capability, extend CD's "outreach."

0 Provision of basic survival information on demand--that is,
without a formal decision to execute a CD program. This
information describes threats and responsive activities,
but does not instruct the public to take any action. Provi-
sion of such information would serve primarily to improve
the state of knowledge and CD's penetration of the public

audience. 120
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I
e The message to "execute" a particular CD program. Such

messages follow an official decision to implement a program.
Unless they are coincident with warning (the "out-of-the-
blue" attack), they constitute "interim warning" and may
call for more or less interpretation by viewers or readers.

I Attack warning. Where a previous message to execute has
gone out, the warning essentially "interrupts" the behavioral
process set in motion by the earlier message.

I This sequence of educational and EPI messages would presumably

be the most important factor in producing the distribution of protected
Ipopulation at the time of attack. Note, however, that these communications

may "compete" with, or be supported by, other relevant (media) communica-
I tions up to the time of the "execute" or warning messages. The two sets of

precrisis conditions discussed below deserve special mention.

3. Precrisis Conditions Affecting Public Response

The process of building a CD program and a sustained period of

international tension or crisis represent two predictable sources of

influence on public responsiveness:

0 The installation of the crisis relocation program, of stock-
piled expedient-shelter materials, or (especially) of
dedicated blast shelters would constitute major public
educational events, generating discussion that could only
improve the state of public knowledge, and in certain cases
provide detailed knowledge anticipating the "execute" or4  i warning messages. The programs can be compared for their
relative impacts on these factors.

prolonged period uf intense crisis--a crisis-expectancy

period--is viewed by most analysts as a probable precursor
of any civil defense action. Such a period might include

I ever-more-threatening or recurring crises, might include
sharp gyrations between crisis and calm, and could po~e the
problem of diminished credibility based on "false sta ts"
or other problems encountered in prior crises. The p'ograms
can be compared for their promise of surviving as credible
plans, and c, providing the most benefit during a crisis-
expectancy period.

II
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4. Comparing Programs for Potential Variations in Public Response

The above-suggested criteria for comparing probable public

respnnses include (1) a program's contribution to the state of knowledge,

(2) organizational ramif~cations which could both reduce the complexity of

requested behavior and contribute to awareness and general knowledge, and

(3) the specificity and simplicity of the "execute" and warning messages

required. Application of such criteria must take account of the general

sequence of CD communications efforts (including the possibility that large

numbers of the public would be acting spontaneously, prior to an "execute"

message). Finally, the programs can be compared for the probable effects

of their implementation (the building phase), and for their probable

credibility through successive phases o' a crisis expectancy period.

Table 15 suggests how the above-noted factors could be taken into

account in a cross-program comparison. In assessing any CD program, of
course, one should not forget that an actual public response would always

(1) reflect numerous situational factors and (2) constitute a dynamic

process rather than a single event. People would be observing, assessing,

and reacting to events as they happened; new "preconditions" would continually

be established and would influence subsequent behavior. These problems are

discussed in Section B below. Such caveats aside, the table indicates many

areas of variation and uncertainty applicable to predictions of the public

response.

As would be expected, the expensive blast shelter program provides

the surest result and produces the least potential variance--.a clear result

of its snort response time, simple and straightforward response action, and

more limited demands for organizational effectiveness. The need for an

evacuation program to provide for non-complying residents would further

accentuate the blast program's superiority.

The current CD program is clearly poorest, lacking even the

educational benefits of a "building" period and exhibiting the least invest-

ment in organizational development and outreach. The variance in casualties

is also large, because the public's election to evacuate spontaneously--

given sufficient time, continued motivating events, and a successful
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TABLE 15

SELECTED FACTORS ACCOUNTING FOR VARIANCE
IN PUBLIC RESPONSE AND IN RESULTING CASUALTIES

TDedicated
Current Crisis Expedient Blast

CD Relocation Shelters Shelters

r Knowledge Base
Knowledge required to Medium Most Medium Least
respond to "execute"
message

Knowledge-improvement None Potentially Potentially Great
from program-building High High
Knowledge-Improvement Uncertain High High Most
during crisis expectancy Specific
period (Best)I]
Action/Messages

Complexity of required Worst Complex Moderately Simple
public action Case Complex

Personal skill and Worst High Very High Least
"investment" required Case
Complexity of "execute" Worst Complex Moderately Simple
(including warning?) Case Complpx
message

CD Organization

Extent of CD organization -- Large Moderately Moderate
rzquired Large

"" Criticality of organi- -- Critical Moderately Moderate
zational effectiveness Critical
Required investment in -- High Moderately Moderate

1 CD organization High
Minimum acceptable in- -- High Moderately Moderate
vestment in public High
education
Minimum cr.eptable -- High Moderately ModerateJ iinvestment in EPI High

Other Considerations

Potential to re-use pro- Low Uncertain Moderately High
gram after false start Hiqh

Potential to sustain Low Uncertain Moderately High
protected posture over High
time
Potential to utilize Low Moderately Moderately High
spontaneous public High High

act ion
Potential variation in "iqfest Second Third Lowest
casualties as a function Highest Highest
of publi% response
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distribution into host area facilities or expedient shelter--could produce

low casualties. But the number of factors which would have to "come

together" to produce this outco'e makes it unlikely. Furthermore, the

current program suffers doubly by virtue of its reliance on fallout shelters,

which often would not protect against blast effects in counterforce areas.

The Expedient Shelter Program (based on stockpiling of materials)

quffers from the difficulty of predicting the crisis demand for materials--

hence, the uncertainty of how much of original program costs would be

translated into program activity. But incorpcration of this option into

a crisis relocation program, supported by sound organizational efforts,

would respond to important motivational factors and could serve to reduce

the movement and reception area problems posed by evacuees. At least in

rural counterforce areas, this program also suggests an interesting cumula-
tive payoff. Successive crises, o. tensions following a premature return
of evacuees, might encourage increasing percentdges of the population to

construct tneir own shelters.

The Crisis Relocation (evacuation) Program is potentially highly

effective, but it places a premium on organization, planning, and manage-

ment--with The attendant risks. Additional sources of uncertainty include

the absolute requirement for an evacuation period, the requirement for

orderly host area management and supply over extended periods, and the

reliance on both management and situational factors to prevent premature

returns and motivate second or third movements, should crises recur.

In appraising the programs, finally, one should note the qualita-

tive and quantitative differences between areas which are assuredly

counterforce targets, and areas (including most urban areas) which are not

so apparently in that category. These judgments have reflected concern,

primarily, with counterforce areas in which blast shelter is a predictable

requirement for in-place survival. The potentials of the several programs

might compare somewhat differently in regions for which first-wave,

counterforce-type attacks are rot likely, or not so perceived by the

population.
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In any region and under virtually any attack circumstances,

i however, the four programs present the varying requirements for management

and communications that have been outlined here. Given these differirg

structural characteristics and the built-in behavioral assumptionS, it

remains to consider the extent of public response which might be expected.

!
B. PUBLIC ATTITUDES AND RESPONSE: THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE "CRISIS

EXPECTANT" PERIOD

Civil defense programs envisioning a nuclear attack on the United[States clearly would require a rapid and massive mobilization of the public
and local leadership. Given that the structure of the several CD programs

would affect the relative response to each program, what then can be said

about the extent of the total response, its appropriateness, and the

[ difficulty of managing the response and directing public activity? This

section discusses what is known about public attitudes toward CD and how

such attitudes might change during a crisis-expectancy period characterized

by much higher levels of international tension.

1. Current Public Attitudes

Currently, and for at least the past twenty years, the American

* public has overwhelmingly endorsed the concept of civil defense, generally

* ' overestimated expenditures on CD programs, and generally favored increasing

those expenditures even beyond those exaggerated levels. On the other hand,

+ the public possesses little knowledge of civil defe:ise, little familiarity

with CD organizations, and only a vague though horrible image of what a

nuclear disaster would be like [Ref. 17].

1 ciThe Gallup Poll in December 1978 included several questions on

civil defense. The results (summarized in the Washington Post, 4 February

1979) were to the effect that the public krjws relatively little about

the status of U.S. civil defense, but 52 percent of persons interviewed

said we should do more than we are presently doing. This view should be

put in the context of what people think we are now doing. A DCPA-sponsored
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survey in October-November 1978 (Ref. 18] found that the average estimated

expenditure for U.S. civil defense was about $1 billion annually, an over-

estimate by a factor of ten.

This same survey, performed by the University of Pittsburgh's

Center for Social and Urban Research, produced similar findings to those of

the Gallup Poll, but in more detail. Interviews, each lasting some 70

minutes, with a sample of 1,620 adult Americans indicated that the public .1
remains favorable to the CD concept and would be receptive to the concept

of evacuation. For example:

67% believe there could be crisis circumstances under which the
President might urge people to evacuate high risk areas.

78% believe the U.S. should have crisis relocation plans.

70% say that if the President directed relocation, they would
comply. 43% indicate that, in a serious crisis, they might
well leave spontaneously, before any direction to do so.

75% believe the nation's communities would be helpful to evacuees.

82% believe their own communities would be helpful, if asked to
ho~t evacuees. (In fact, 73% say they would be willing to
take evacuees into their own homes.)

88% have a car available. (Of those without a car, 2/3 were sure
they could rely on friends, neighbors, or relatives to take I-
them along.)

58% say they have friends or relatives they are sure they could
stay with, within 100 miles and not in another city.

78% believe the U.S. should not unilaterally do away with civil
defense.

66% oppose the ide3 of a U.S.-Soviet agreement for both sides to
do away with civil defense.

Interestingly, a late-1978 survey of the Missouri counterforce

target area, conducted under the auspices of Congressman Ike Skelton's

office, revealed remarkably similar attitudes.

Even such high levels of acceptance do not, of course, translate

directly into an intelligent, organizable response to specific CD programs.

Civil defense is a low-salience issue, especially because the awesomeness

of a nuclear disaster elhcits a common popular response to any disaster-

preparedness message--the denial of tne possibility as long as the
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3 environment allows such denial. Furthermore, Americans have not, by ard

aI'rge, been exposed to a truly comprehensive CD effort. It is difficult

for respondents to picture what such an effort might entail, and still more

difficult to predict their response in very reliable terms.

The existing public attitudes, however, clearly pro.ide a positive

base from which crisis-period attitudes and behavior would evolve.

2. Effects of a Crisis-Expectancy Period

As noted in Section A of this chapter, the execution of any of

these CD programs would be expected to follow a period of greatly increased

international tension--of which the public would almost inevitably be aware.

In this probable contingency, publi interest in survival and preparedness

would rise dramatically. So would public interest in CD programs and CD

i nformation.

- The question would be not whether CD elicited broader support--

the current attitudes and their stability over two decades virtually

guarantee thac--but whether CD would respond well enough to demonstrate ana

attest its capability to manage the situation. Recurring crises and

events--quite possibly including the detoination of nuclear weapons outside

the Ulnited States--would eventually trigger waves of public interest that

cortrast sharply with the current favorable, but uninformed, attitude in CD

concepts. This public reaction would be characterized by:

0 Stress, eventually reaching very high leveis and necessitating
new thoughts and/or actions to either explain away or cope
with the perceived threat.

* Information-seeking behavior geared to personal survival.
The public would seek information allowing people to
(a) assess probabilities of t'e threat, (b) assess personal
vulnerability, and (c) determine appropriate personal
responses.

0 Selection of information sources, based on judgments about
(a) the perceived quality and usefulness of information
available, (b) familiarity with and confidence in the various
inforwation channels available, (c) personal, peer group,
Vn, and small group experience, (d) the individual's own
knowledge, (e) the accessibility of information which appears
to address the individual's specific Crcumstances, (f) the
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general image and perceived authority of the source, and
still other factors relevant to a particular individual's
intellectual and emotional condition.

a Coping behavior to relieve stress, including the information-
seeking activity itself, rationalizing the threat away, a
decision to "wait and see," or activit which the individual
believes will (a) remove the threat, b) provide personal
protection, (c) allow escape from the threat, or (d) stimulate
a good, collective response with others sharing in the
activity.

In a crisis-expectancy period this sequence will or could recur

several times, involving successively larger percentages of the population

in "threat-reactive" action.

When the public begins reacting to threat perceptions and seeking

information, the CD organization will--for really the first time--be "tested"

by the public for its capacity to provide satisfactory information and

solutiens. To fail that test, at a time when significant percentages of

the population are avidly seeking information, would be to sacrifice a

portion of CD's capability to orchestrate a public response.

Any CD program will require that specific groups of people behave

in specific ways--for example, certain neighborhoods must use particular

evacuation routes or shelters. If public behavior is responsive to

conflicting sources of information, or if it is irrational or random, then

CD will have lost its capacity to distribute the population as it must be

distributed to maximize survival under any particular program.

If, on the other hand, the CD organization and CD information

programs can respond to successively higher levels of public interest, the

result can be:

* Rapidly escalating levels of public knowledge about the
desired behavior and the particular actions required in
response to an "execute" or warning message.

* A systematic buildup of CD's organizational outreach--as
interested officials and citizens are drawn into the CD
educational, information, and training programs.

* A systematic buildup of CD's organizational capacity and
effectiveness--as interested officials and citizens are
fitted into operating or management systems which had
previously existed largely on paper.
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From studies of disaster behavior, it is clear that the population

would, in overwheing numbers, seek to behave adaptively and responsively

to a prospective Octack. The challenge for CD programs, then, is to ensure

that the desired patterns of behavior are charted in advance--in great

5 detail--and that CD becomes and remains the authoritative source of such

information through any preattack period.

C. STRAThGIES FOR INCREASING PUBLIC RESPONSE

The desired public response to any CD program takes two forms:

The orderly and timely movement of the general public to shelter.
(For some programs, this would be fallout shelter located at the
end of evacuation routes.)

* Participation in CD and related organizations (police or fire
departments, etc.) while the program is being implemented.

As described in Section A above, the structural characteristics of a

CD program define the specific requirements for public action--the extent of

the movement required, the difficulty or complexity of the action, the need

for larger or smaller organizations to manage and channel public activity,

etc. Any changing levels of public interest or concern, as described in

B above, will govern the program'. ability to elicit public response at any

given time.

* Given these limiting factors, the maximally effective approach to

public participation is defined by reference to four interrelated factors:

* Plans

o Warning systems

* Organizational development over time

o Educational and informatinn programming over time.

All of these elements are traditional concerns of CD, though recent

DCPA research and development efforts now allow a more sophisticated approach

to the integration of public information with the other elements. Indeed,

the concept of a crisis-expectancy period, with its implications for

mobilizing an even greater public response, is a product of that R&D program.
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1. Plans

CD plans for a given region or community are the ultimate defini-i1
tion of the specific behavior required of the public at the time of an
1"execute" or warning message. Under any comprehensive CD program, these

area-specific plans describe:

* The physical shelter facilities to be utilized by specific
groups of people--e.g., the blast shelter serving a partic-
ular city block

0 The size and structure of the operating CD (and related)
organizations during the various types of periods that might
precede or follow an attack

* The procedures, resources, and timetxbles involved in
managing the population--i.e., in implementing the CD
program for a given region or community.

Examples of such plans include the numerous Community Shelter

. Plans (CSPs) produced for many communities during the 1960s and 1970s, and

selected Crisis Relocation Plans (CRPs) produced for a few communities in

the course of developing the embryonic CRP program. The better of the CRPs

provide detailed instructions for the reception and care of evacuees in

host areas, dividing host counties into successively smaller neighborhoods

and providing a management structure for each such unit. Transportation,

food distribution, and other CD functions also receive reasonably detailed

treatment. These plans illustrate the level of detail which can be achieved

from even a low-budget planning effort.

For any of the CD programs contemplated here, planning would be

focused on the specific public actions envisioned; the detailed plans would

define the appropriate organizational structure, staffing needs, and proce-

dures to fill staff positions from other organizations or the general public

during a preattack period. At any point before a crisis, it must be noted,

the perceived adequacy of these plans could seriously affect the credibility

of the overall CD effort among the general public.
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2. Warning Systems

Aside from the technical features of warning systems (discussed

elsewhere in this report), the subject deserves special attention in rela-

tion to CD training, education, and public information efforts under anyK! of the four programs being considered.

j After ensuring that the warning technique allows CD programs to

reach the vast majority of a region, the socialization of the system must

be planned. Training and education efforts must instill in the public mind

(1) the meaning of the signal, (2) a capability to loterpret the warning,

and (3) an understanding of the required action and time constraints on its

[ £performance.
As with plans and other elements of CD programs, the specificity

of the warning must be defined in relation to specific populations. Over-

reliance on a very generalized warning message can produce negative effects,

including loss of credibility. For example, people listening to radio

stations outside their locality may receive a message not appropriate to

their circumstances. Such problems require especially careful study where

"mixed" CD programs are adopted. People who have built expedient blast

shelters must be differentiated from audiences asked to evacuate, for

example, and a crisis relocation program must distinguish between the

"evacuate" signal (when time allows) and the take-shelter signal for an

iniediate, incoming attack.

I 3For any of the programs considered here, the warning syste,.; would

be defined in local, detailed plans and explained in the educational and

public information messages associated with the program. For tne more

comptex or mixed programs, the expense would be higher or the predictable

response somewhat tower.

3. Organizational Development Over Time

IThe CD plans for a given program type and specific region provide

the desired structure ard staffing pattern for an operating CD effort

Those structures, staffing arrangemeits, arid resultinq needs for skill or
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training vary among the programs. Thus, the blast shelter program empha- L
sizes in-shelter management and shelter living. Crisis relocation caIls

for more complex communications tasks, control of traffic, reception and

allocation to host area facilities, management of people in a congregate

lodging mode (before moving to shelter), and more elaborate efforts to

provide goods and services before an attack (during a post-evacuation

"waiting" period).

Given the end-point staffing and training requirements under any

CD approach, it must be recognized that many of the positions may be filled

only as the public, including public officials, becomes increasingly

concerned about the threat. The maximum potential of any program--and

especially the longer-response evacuation program--may be achieved only

insofar as CD can recruit and train personnel during a crisis expectancy

period, while people are moving, or after people are in shelter. L
Recognizing this staffing and leadership problem, the approach to

any of the CD programs would necessarily include:

* A phased approach to staffing--a sequence for filling more
critical positions first

* Prepackaged instructions for performing in each staff
position

* Packaged materials which can be used by a few existing staff
members--or groups thrown together by the crisis--to train
themselves and others in each position.

Such staffing and training materials have been created for a few

CD elements. The existing guidance for organizing evacuees in host areas

includes, for example, organizational charts down to the neighborhood level,

job descriptions for each position, and recommended approaches to training

for each position under normal or "crash" conditions. The guidance also

charts a host-county staffing structure which could include several hundred

jobs, but begins the organizational development process with a staff of

three people.
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4. Education and Public Information Over Time

I ?Plans, warning systems, and needs for organization define the

critical objectives of CD educational, training, and public information

f efforts. The public's concern and interest, increasing over time, define

the limits on the effectiveness of communications at any given point in

time. A strategy of education and information dissemination represents a

plan to take maximum advantage of public interest at any given point in the

evolution of a preparedness program.

The fundamental purpose of such a strategy is to achieve and

maintain a maximum cumulative effect. Given a certain proportion of

interested people, CD seeks (1) to reach them with the maximum acceptable

amount of information and (2) to ensure that the people thus reached are
"retained" in the system so that their knowledge can be used at a later

stage.

Central to such a strategy are the following concepts:

* Information is packaged in successively more detailed
presentations. At official or interested citizen can gointo a topic to whatever depth he or she may desire--then

return to the subject later to explore the next module of
information.

I Training and education efforts are directed through ,rganiza-
tional channels--the Red Cross or Boy Scouts, for example--
in an effort to take advantage of these organizations'
"outreach,"' and to increase the probability that whole
organizations of people could eventually (in a crisis) be

i incorporated in CD efforts.

* Research and development and planning efforts are sensitized
to the various target audiences which may require special
approaches--for example, ron-English-speaking, handicapped,
or minority populations that might be excluded fromparticular channels by which cormunications are "legitimized"

I or disseminated.

All educational and information effort;, finally, must seek the

I objective of furthering the state of public knowledge about a region's

particular CD program--the knowledge that would support effective conviunica-

tions at the "next" levels of detail and public interest. At the same time,

CD education, training, and information programs must seek to recruit
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potential members of an operating CD effort. Again, information Is

packaged to allow a stage-by-stage progression of the interested official

or citizen toward a working role in a CD operation, Thus, only by degrees

can CD programs seek to take advantage of low-level, peacetime interest to

prepare for a crisis period in which the public's demand for information

would be enormous.
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,1 VII. TRAINING, EDUCATION, AND EMERGENCY PUBLIC INFORMATION1

I The principal or first objective of any CD program is to enlist the

public in a massive, organized, and coordinated life-saving endeavor prior

I to the time of attack. Given any corfiguration of physical protective

facilities, the population should be moved into the maximally protected

I posture which thoce facilities make possible. This redistribution would

involve coordinated activity by a public which only gradually and perhaps

recently had beccme aware of their need to take such action.

The achievement of a successful and timely mobilization of the public

is the fundamental objective of CD cominunicative efforts: the training,

education, and public information programs. These programs, in turn, have

the dual objectives of:

e Preparing the public to receive, accept, interpret, and act
appropriately on CD instructions defining necessary public
activity at the time of an "execute" or warning message.

* Enlisting officials and citizens who would serve in the greatly
enhanced CD operating organization, and providing for their
training, as growing public interest and concern allow.

Achievement of these objectives requires, first, an integrated approach

*o the detailed plans and warning systems, and their implied organizational

and staffing structures. These elements, collectively, define the require-

ments for public action or movement and the requirements for CD organiza-

tonal development.

Achievement requires, secondly, the deployment of communicative

programs and the dissemination of information at a pace which takes ma ximum

advantage of public interest at any 9;ven time.

'For additional discussion, see References 19-21.
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This chapter addresses the following topics:

* Elements of a CD communications strategy

e Training, education, and information requirements of the
alternative CD programs analyzed in this study

0 Cost estimates.

A. ELEMENTS OF A STRATEGY FOR CIVIL DEFENSE COMMUNICATIONS TO THE

GENERAL PUBLIC

The CD strategy for program development, introduced in Chapter VI, is j
designed to provide suitable and timely public information, closely

coordinated with the operating requirements implicit in CD plans, at every

stage in the preattack rvolution of public concern. The following sections

elaborate that strategy in greater detail, focusing on training, education, II
and public informatien programs. Emphasis is placed on the concepts

governing development of communications programs, rather than the tailoring

of these programs to a particular CD approach, with its attendant plans,

warning mechanisms, and organizational ramifications, The following

sections discuss:

e Knowledge requirements for all CD systems

* Sensitivity tradeoffs

* Warning times and the public response to a war threat

* The current status of civil preparedness training, education,
and public information programs

e Emergency public information

0 Currently available general public information materials

* Training as a means of organizational outreach and increased
organizational effectiveness

i * Private sector augmentation of local and state governments

* Strategies fow improving training, education, and information
programs.
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I. Knowledge Requirements for All Civil Defense Systems

There exists a body of knowledge and information that applies to

everyone at risk in a nuclear war situation. This might best be described

as an understanding of the situation and of the actions required to improve

the chances of personal and societal survival. It includes a general under-

standing of the effects of nuclear detonations, including the blast, initial

heat, and radioactive fallout effects; ways and means of protection from

these effects; and the general civil defense preparations for protection

from these effects. These include the warning signal and how to respond

to it; the use of public fallout shelters, including how to identify them;

what they are and do to protect people, and how to live in them for limited

periods of time. It also includes knowledge of how to use private home

3 basement shelters, including instructions on how to improve their fallout '
shelter protection; how to improvise new fallout shelters, and the need to

share shelters with others. It also includes instructions for building

home shelters during an emergency.

Knowledge is also needed relacive to the use of relocation to

provide protection from weapons effects, including what should be taken

* along in terms of survival supplies and how best to relate and share the

resources of the host area community. Lastly, it includes a set of

survival skills such as firefighting, emergency sanitation, care of the

sick and injured, care of the people, etc.

As one reads over the above knowledge requirements, it is obvious

that this is the kind of information most people hope they will never need

to use. Also, it is somewhat technical in nature and quite di,'ferent from

what one might call common knowledge or understanding. It is uniquely the

kind of knowledge that cou'iK best be transmitted to audiences through

public education channels, pieferably as a part of a broader program of

teaching response to all disaster hazards. It can best be used in a

setting where the audience can interact with the content. Experience

indicates that it can be integrated into programs of instruction dealing

with health and safety, science, and government in the public school system.
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2. Sensitivity Tradeoffs

The previous chapters discussed differences in public response

requirements of the four programs analyzed. Blast shelters have high

installation costs, but moderate training, education, and emergency infor-

mation costs. This is best exemplified by a discussion of shelter use and

the public education program with civil defense staff in Europe where blast

shelter systems provide protection for most of the population in some

countries. It was pointed out that the shelters were in the living environ-

ment of the people who must use them. The people understood the existence

and use of the selters, and public education dealt largely with knowledge

about warning and shelter use. When this is compared with the sources of

understanding and response requirements of people using crisis relocation,

it is clear that the demands of the program are much greater. In crisis

relocation, people must understand (1) the warning signal, and where to go,

(2) relating effectively to host-area reception and care plans, (3) how to I
live in mass care facilities or share private resident resources, and

(4) how to undertake the upgrading of shelters or buili improvised shelters.

3. Warning Times and the Public Response to a War Threat

A limiting factor in past assessments of the feasibility of public

education programs as a means of increasing effectiveness deals with the

general concept of warning time, It is recognizeo that public demand for

surviv3l information increases during a period of perceived threat of war.

Conversely, public interest in civil defense information and actions is

relatively passive in peacctine. In the past, when CD public education

programs tried to increase public perceptions of the threat of war in non-

threatening periods, they tended to generate denial behavior and resistance

to learning. A mass-media Emergency Public Information program became the

last resort. The real opportunity to educate the public is somewhere in

between the peacetime low-response period and the short warning period just

prior to an attack.
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A recent study on the "Concept and Feas-bility of a Citizens

Civil Preparedness Education Program" [Ref. 19] identifies a more likely

pre-war environment of the program. It is difficult or impossible to assess

the likely pre-war environment. However, war out-of-the-blue appears to be

I an unlikely scenario. Different potential types of pre-war environment

have been defined As follows:

* A peacetime environment, in which many accept the likelihood
of war in their lifetime, but these views are passive and
c'irry low motivation to action

9 A crisis-expect-nt environment, where more and more people
Lee the world e lp- sable, and inquiries about survival
requirements irn y and at times rapidly. This
might be viewed a. erlin-type crisis lasting
over a number of year. ving peaks and valleys in
terms of the extent of pewceived threat.

* A crisis surge environment, more 'like the 1-2 week znd 24-
hour crisis-buildup times discussed in this study, might be
defined as the period during which the government and the
people come to a consensus that the risk of war is real and
begin taking survival actions.

The education and emergency information phases of these three time periods

are: during peacetime--orientation and education; during a crisis-expectant

period--training to meet public demand for information; during a crisis

surge period--instructions to the public.

4, Current Status of Civil Prepareaness Iraining, Education, and

Emergency Information Programs

Tha identific'tion and development of new orograms usually goes

thiro gh the following phases: (1) research and policy formulation,

(2) development of prototype plans and field testing, (3) diffusion of the

plans through staff interactions and training, and (4) informing the users

6L of the plans of their existence and the circumstances of their use. The

training, education, and information phases come last. Because of past

austere budgets, the major focus of civil preparedness has been on the

planning process. While it was recogn ized that paper plans do not achieve

effectiveness, in a low-budget program they wcre perceived as the first

and most essential step to achieving ar operational capability. Such plans
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are obviously needed before widespread community involvement is possible.

Training is essencial to complement planning and increase the ability of

the government to provide information to the public on demand, in a form

that can basz be used by the public.

In general, DCPA has experienced difficulty in educating the

general public to understand attack hazards and practical countermeasures.

Relating the survival measure to natural disaster hazards has increased

public response.

5. Emergency Public Information (EPI)

lhe purpose of EPI is to provide information on detailed survival

knowledge. Because such information is salient to the general public (and

to the news media) only during a period of severe international tension, EPI,

by its nature, can be effectively received by the general public only when

war is perceived as a distinct possibility. However, civil defense planning

and preparations to disseminate emergency public information should be an

important part of the regular peacetime act,.;ties.

When such a danger is perceived by the public, time would be the

most critical factor. By its nature, EPI xust be disseminated in short

periods of time by the fastest available means, which are tiia mass media.

In a crisis period of a week or less, EPI and training tend to converge

into a single "crash" effort for survival instruction of the generall public

via the mass media.

Survival info",mation would be applicable to specific, :ocal

situations. This information and training program would emphasize-.

* The location of public fallout shelters, how to get there,
and who shou:ld go wnere

6 Routes for relocating frQm a high-ris area, if this is
directed oy responsitle authorities

- Where the safer areas within driving distance of a risk area
would oe, and who should go where to assure ,optimur. use of
host facilities
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7: 3 I
* Specific instructions on what to do fter arrival in the

host area

5 . How host area residents should prepare for incoming relocatees.

Local information would vary greatly, depending on whether the

area is considered to be "risk," "host," or "neither"; and whether it is an

urban or rural area.

6. Currently Available General Public Information Materials

0 "In Time of Emergency" is a citizens' handbook on protective
measures during nuclear attack and natural disasters. The
pamphlet contains information on protection against the
hazards of nuclear attack: improvising fallout protection,

(• shelter living, relocation, and emergency care of the sick

and injured. The pamphlet also includes information on
protective procedures in case of floods, tornadoes, winter
storms, hurricanes, and so forth. The pamphlet is printed
in Spanish as well as English. About 30 million copies of
this handbook have been distributed to the general public.
A nuclear-only variation of this handbook is called
"Protection in the Nuclear Age."

I The "Your ChanLe to Live" book was published and distributed
in 1974 to the 50 States and Territories as part of an
emergency curriculum for students in grades 7 through 9.
The book includes an explanation of nuclear and natural
disasters, and of the appropriate responses when an emergency
occurs. Films accompanying the unit are available at school
aistrict offices.

* A hotue study course entitled "Civil Defense USA" is available
upon request for all ira. .estc:d citizens. The course outlines
the basic hazaris ano procedures for nuclear attack (eng.,
warning signals, hazards, fallout protection, and so on.

* A motion picture, "Protection in the Nuclear Age," provides
Lasic survival information for the general public. This
-lm runs just over 23 minutes, and is intended for both
fi:, showings and television use.

* Taped survival guidance materials for the general public
can be used over the Emergency Broadcast System as supple-
mental programming tc official announcements.

* Survival instructions, both general and locally oriented, in
the EPI packages, are part of local Community Shelter Plans
and Crisis Relocation Plans. These EPI packages are in
formats for both printed and electronic media.
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7. Training as a Means of Organizational Outreach and Increased

Governmental Effectiveness

The management of survival programs in a nuclear emergency

requires a massive expansion of local and state governmental capability

and the channeling of activities in new functional areas. Government must

train its staffs concerning the unique problems of nuclear attack, help

them understand the measures and strategies of reducing the effects of

nuclear attack, and train them in the specific roles they must perform in

such an emergency. Training programs must be used to help officials at all

levels to understand these new roles and prepare for the influx of the

public and private sector manpower and resources, to meet the large-scale
need of protecting and caring for the nation's population.

A CD program should include at least three types of training:

training associated with normal peacetime activities, training in prepara-

tion for a possible crisis-expectant period, and training in preparation

for a possible crisis-surge period. All three types would be conducted

during normal peacetime.

Training associated with peacetime activities would provide

orientation about the likely situation resulting from an attack, the civil

preparedness measures designed to reduce the effects of an attack, and the

special role each operating unit would perform during a period of emergency

operations. Training in preparation for a crisis-expectant period would

produce the training content needed to facilitate a widespread capability

of expansion of governmental functions. Training in preparation for a

crisis-surge period would prepare to pruvide the essential knowledge needed

to operate the various activities of government, ind prepare to use mass

media to transmit the information needed by operating units.

In addition to key governmental departments such as police, fire,

engineering, public health, welfare staff and volunteer auxiliaries,

special training must be provided in such areas as Nuclear Civil Protection,

Radiological Defense, Reception and Care, Emergency Lodgings, Shelter

Management, and General Civil Defense Management. I
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a. Nuclear Civil Protection (NCP)

3 NCP planning is done by CD planners from the state, county,

and involved jurisdictions, including risk and host communities. The CD

staffs must have a thorough knowledge of the community's organizational
structure, plans, and operations, in addition to the operations and proce-

dures needed for civil defense. With the concurrences and coordinatinn of

other departments, the CD st.aff writes detailed plans for the two attack

contingencies: in-place shelters and crisis relocation. Training for this

I staff is provided through workshops, seminars, and conferences in the field

or at DCPA Staff Col iege.

b. Radiological Defense (RADEF)

A RADEF capability is required to measure and manage

radiation exposure in and out of shelters; to identify selective decon-

tamination of, and/or remedial movement from, areas of high radiation

levels; and to control exposure in recovery activities. The Radiological

Defense Officers (RDOs) are the keystone of the RADEF system. They develop

operational plans and procedures, train radiological monitors during crisis

periods, ard provide RADEF inp;it for decisionmakers. RADEF capabilities

* also provide dual-use benefits for peacetime incidents involving radioactive

materials (e.g., reactor or transportation accidents or possible nuclear

te:'rorism).

i c. Reception/Care

The care of the population in a relocation mode requires a

Imassive expansion of total community social services. This includes

expansion of mass feeding programs, registration and information programs,

care of the sick and injured, and the total utilization of the community

resources. This is a completely new activity for all conriunities. Train:-

ing is required to acquaint community social services with these roles, and

to expand resources to meet the large volume of needs [see Ref. 20].
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d. Emergency Lodging/Shelter Management

It is necessary to develop emergency lodgings/shelter manage-

ment capability in consonance with the large-scale expansion of the community

resources. A viable and effective state/local management structure is

essential for building CD systems and for implementing CD procedures.

e. Emergency Operations Simulation Exercise

These simulation exercises have proven to be a practical and

economic tool to provide training in a variety of settings. The Emergency

Operations Simulation Exercise (EOSE) has been used to familiarize emergency

operating staff with (1) the Emergency Operating Center (EOC) facility,

(2) the communications systems, (3) other department duties, (4) the

procedures needed for rapid decisionmaking, and (5) the use of limited

resources. Simulation exercises provide dual-use benefit for peacetime

disasters requiring coordinated emergency operations, and also serve to

motivate local and state officials to improve preparedness. Because of

the immediate demand for better emergency management in natural and peace-

time disasters, and the complex functions required for nuclear attack

operations, a jurisdiction begins the exercise program with simple scenarios.

After three to five EOSEs, the emergency management staff is then ready for

in-place and relocation scenarios based on a postulated nuclear attack. The

EOSE training is preceded by planning and operations workshops and/or

conferences for public officials. The planning and operations workshops

review the basic plan annexes, responsibilities, and procedures with the

emergency management staff. Conferences for public officials include discus-

sions of the general organizational structure of emergency management.

f. Training of Local Coordinators

The major focus of current training is to develop the

capability of local and state civil defense staffs. The program provides

training on the general civil defense mission and programs, and national

defense strategy as it relates to civil defense, emergency management, and

orientation to special functional dreas.
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8. Private Sector Augmentation of Local and State Governments

[, The emergency management staff of a local area, city, or county

usually consists of elected officials and department chiefs. However, a

major disaster incredses the need to use private resources and augment the

government staff with representatives from business, industry, labor, and

welfare organizations. Major disaster data show that emergency management
staffs trained to work as a cohesive and coordinated system, using the

* expertise and resources of each group, respond effectively and efficiently

in saving lives and property.

9. Strategies for Improving Training, Education, and Information
Programs

Civil preparedness training, education, and information programs,

although conducted during peacetime, should be designed to encompass

preparation for peacetime, crisis-expectant, and crisis-surge environments.

Preparation for a crisis-expectant period will be the :entral substantive I
part of the training. Training and information in preparation for peace- -I
time and crisis-surge periods are modifications of the program that prepares

for a crisis-expectant period resulting fromn constraints in terms of audience

motivation or training time available.

The peacetime-oriented public education program should have as

its primary goals (1) general orientation to the problem and response

requirements and (2) preparation for stress and uncertainty of the public,

by teaching strategies of response which will maximize survival and

recovery. This program should focus on responses to the nuclear hazard,

S -and assume a favorable attitude by the majority of the public.

Training programs described shiuld be broadened to include a

5 public education component for a full-time staff of civil defense, part-

time auxiliary service, and augmentation staff. Each training audience

J should be exposed to (1) public education content and (2) training materials

designed to provide technical knowledge abcut performance of specified

' tasks. The crisis-expectant period-oriented traini(;g content should assume

high levels of imotivation to learn, and be Oesigned to ni) achieve
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Li expansion of capabilities by incorporation of volunteers into operating

units and (2) increase operational effectiveness by the use of simulrtion,

case studies, operational exercises, etc. The training should focus on

increasing performance of designatea tasks. Crisis-surge period-orientedItraining should be packaged for rapid use, and should be action-oriented.
Training programs should be designed to achieve rapid expansion

of training capability for use in crisis-expectant environments. This

expansion might be facilitated by the develpment of many optional trainit.g

channels. Also, the training content and delivery strategy should depend

on techniques of self-paced instruction, team training, or group interaction

,jI training, which minimize start-up times for training deployment. This will

allow rapid delivery of training on public demand, or at the direction of
the government.

Further study is needed to apply the study methods used in

References 19 and 21 to a range of training and emergency information

program requirements of civil preparedness.

Research, development, and testing should be used to prepare

training proirams for peacetime, crisis-expectant, and crisis-surge periods,

in such areas as reception and care, emergency lodgings/shelter management,

and public iducation, where massive expansion of governmental capability is

a -haracteristic of the systems.

Recent public attitude studies indicate that about 40 percent of

the adult population would respond to a specific public education request.

An adult public education program could be designed and the audience tested.

B. TRAINING, EDUCATION, AND INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS OF THE ALTERNATIVE

CIVIL DEFENSE PROGRAMS

The following sections provide an overview of the principal factors

governing public communications efforts under the current, Crisis Reloca- J
tion, Expedient Blast Shelter, and Dedicated Blast Shelter options. Each

of these discussions revolves around the strategy components previously
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I discussed--plans, warning, organizational development over time, and

5 education and public information over time.

1. Current Civil Defense Program

The current program essentially consists of a warning system, a

partially completed set of fallout shelters, elements of training and other

programs, and the beginning of a crisis relocation program. In high-risk

areas, best available shelter from blast effects is to be used. In other

J areas of the country, fallout shelter is to be used. A shelter period of

about two weeks is planned, though very few shelters are stocked with

J suppl ies.

Ja. Plans

Community Shelter Plans have been developed whi:h rely on

public fallout shelter as the means of protection. The distribution of

people in relation to available shelter results in shelter deficiencies in

some areas of most communities. The voluntary sharing of private home

basements might occur and help to meet this deficiency. Information has

been developed which could be distributed in a crisis period, outlining

measures to be undertaken to improvise and/or improve existing fallout

shelter during an emergency.

b. Warting

Both risk and host areas would r3ceive attdck warning

messages, which are intended to trigger "take shelter" actions. Spontaneous
evacuation during a severe crisis is likely, thus adding a new sheltering
burden on the low risk areas. Shacing of home basement fallout shelter

space would be necessary in most areas, but is not formally a part of CD

plans.
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c, Organizational Development

Over time, the program presents population-management and

service-delivery problems. The population would be sheltered near survival

resources but would require exTensive attention to their distribution during

the "pin-down" period in shelters. A large-scale shelter management struc-

ture and radioactive fallout monitoring capability would be the major

requirement for organizational development during a crisis period. Peace-

time training is geared to role performance and the rapid expansion of the

management system.

d. Traininq, Education, and Public Information

Over time, emergency public information would provide

survival guidance during a crisis-expectant period. Even at the local

level, however, such messages would be confusing due to the conflicting
"signals" built into the program--for example, formal reliance on public

fallout shelters, which are now often inadequate, and clear requirements

for large-scale management systems to respond to population movements and

information demands in a systematic way. Much of the communication to the

public would be in response to public actions already under way.

2. Crisis Relocation Program

The essential elements of a relocation program include an

'execute" message; large-scale population movement to preselected "host"

counties; the allocation of incoming evacuees to lodging and shelter

facilities (in volunteei-ed homes, buildings, and nearby fallout shelters

or basements, some of which the residents and evacuees would have to

upgrade before an attack); and the organization of the evacuee-plus-resident

population to acilitate delivery of food, water, and essential services

during a "waiting" period of several days or longer--until an attack came

or the crisis subsided,
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3. Plans

* Risk-area Crisis Relocation Plans (CRPs) would specify in
I detail the evacuation routes and destinations of the people, according to

carefully defined risk-area neighborhoods. "Key workers" and their

Sfamilies--in some cases, whole organizations of workers and their families--
wouid potentially be given still more specific host area destinations.

Selected risk-area officials, or whole organizations, might be preassigned

to host area CD management or operating functions in these plans.

Host area plans woula divide host counties into small Lodging

Sections (2,500 evacuees plus residents), Reception and Care Districts

(3-5 Lodging Sections) and, if necessary, Reception and Care Divisions

containing several Districts each. Plans would designate headquarters

locations for each of these geographical units, as well is the County's '1,
Reception Centers, where incoming ,,vacuees would be assigned to specific

facilities in the Lodging Sections. .1

Under current guidance, these host-county plans would desig-

nate management positions, from the County Coordinator down to the Facility

and Shelter Manager, as well as dll positions cuncerned with the distribution

of food, special services for dependent or handicapped populations, and

other emergency period services. Still other components would describe

procedures for managing and operating police, fire, and health services:

reconfiguring the distribution of food and other materials in both risk and

host areas; and possibly the continued operation of selected risk-area

facilities by commuting workers. The plans would contain detailed staffing

arr;%-.zoents and brief job descriptions, but assume that most positions

would be staffed only as growing public concern produced increasIng numbers

of people to fill these jobs.

b. Warning

Risk and host areas would receive an "execute" message to

implement the evacuation, reception, and hosting operations. Both regions

would also receive :n attack warning message. Spontaneous evacuees

(anticipating an "execute" message) could sometimes be channeled to host
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area facilities opened "early," but would be difficult to reach with a

meaningful attack warning instruction while on the road. For situations

involving sudden attacks, or situations in which an "execute" message is

not authorized, the warning message would direct all residents to nearby

fallout shelter, basements, or other best available protection.

c. Organizational Development Over Time

The program involves by far the most complex public activity

and the most extensive population-management and service-delivery problems.

Beginning with only very modest staffing in peacetime, the staff would be

augmented through any crisis-expectancy period and only reach its desired

level as personnel were recruited from the incoming evacuees. In the

lodging and shelcer operations, while most tasks would involve simple skills,

extensive interaction would be required with evacuees and the local popula-

tion. Specialized skills would, of course, be required in police, fire, I
food distribution, and other areas, and such organizations would be operating
in an unusual community environment calling for CD-specific skills over and

above those required for normal emergency operations.

d. Training, Education, and Public Information Over Time

During peacetime planning, public communications would

utilize community-specific plans to stimulate interest, while seeking to

identify ind train the relatively small portion of the public that could

be reached through non-CD organizations or other channels. Training

materials for operating system jobs, associated with locality-specific

plans, would be usable at this and all subsequent stages. Additional

training would be provided for radiological defense, shelter management,

warning, and other specialized functions, as interest allowed. All train-

ing would be geared to preparing the trainee both to perform a job and to

instruct later recruits.

Crisis-expectancy public education and information would

continue to elicit individual and group participation in the future manage-

ment system. Materials designed for multi-media presentation would link

IS0
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I general discussions of attack effects to (1) specific "execute" and warning

messages and the proper response, (2) community-specific evacuation ro,;tes,

(3) detailed descriptions of hosting arrangements and organization, (4) CD

needs for personnel willing to be trained and assigned. Special arrange-

5 ments in CD offices would allow the monitoring of information requests,

followed by a "collective" response to common concerns via mass media.

The "execute' message would usher ir an intense period during

which population management would be handled both by the operating orgaoiza-

tion and media instructions. Recruiting and training would become highly

localized extensions of the operating system itself. As defined in the

4current Reception and Care guidance, the plan for each Lodging Section and

District would also constitute an operational guide and a .raining package,

complete with job descriptions, for use by local residents and evacuees.

Using modules of information already prepared for shelter management and

shelter living, training in these functions would continue even as the

population assupied an in-shelter posture.

3. Expedient Shelter Program

This program would result in expedient shelters providing modest

4 blast protection (at least 15 psi), constructed by families or small groups
. in high-risk areas (but sufficiently far from counterforce targets or other

4 probable aiming points to provide adequate protection from detonations at

those points). The government would stockpile lumber and other materials--

in the form of "kits"--which would be used by citizens to construct their

own shelters.

Possible variants of this program could include shelter colstruc-

tion by contractors or units of local government; special arrangements to

j construct shelters for dependent, handicappea, or other groups unable to

do the job themselves; or a planned, cooperative effort by clusters or

I groups of people in particular organizations or neighborhoods.

This approach could become appealing to a portion of the popula-

tion under a variety of circumstances--for example, a prolonged crisis-

expeccancy period, or a post-evacuation period in which people could be
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especially sensitive to the possibility of recurring crises. (This isessentially what happened in London in 1939-1940.)

a. Plans

Community-specific plans would: map the areas in which
expedient shelters would offer sufficient protection; describe regulations

governing the distribution and ise of materials under both normal and crisis

conditions; and describe any publicly-controlled areas which would be made

available as shelter locations for use by citizens without suitable property.

As shelters wpre constructed, their locations would be mapped and made

available to officials providing supportive services through an attack.

Ib. Warning

Special "execute" messages would describe available supplies,
instructions, and any sources of assistance; define requirements governing

the location of shelters, methods of construction, and any inspection
procedures; and describe this action in relation to any other alternatives

available to citizens in various parts of the high-risk areas. Attack

warning would be the same as for other cases.

c. Organizational Development Over Time

Peacetime requirements would include an inventory system,

maintenance and security of stockpiles, and possibly some provisions for

distributing supplies and regulating their use (for those citizens who

decide to build a shelter prior to a crisis). Crisis-expectancy demands

could require a greatly increased distribution and technical assistance

effort, possibly supplemented by extensive arrangements for contractors

and local government to build shelters. As shelters were built, local CD

plans would be modified to map their locations and plan for providing

essential services for the population. Other CD or governmental elements
would be directing, or halping implement, shelter construction for
populations unable to provide shelter for themselves. CD staffing
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K requirements would increase substantially during crisis expectancy, but

* much of this staff activity would revolve around a few relatively straight-

U forward tasks involving the location or construction of expedient shelters.

d. Training, Education, and Public Information Over Time

Information materials and announcements describing the

program in peacetime would constitute low-key messages, saying that the

construction materials are available to the public, and outlining the

procedures and regulations concerning their use in peacetime by citizens

who desire '.hem. (This assumes that peacetime distribution of construction

1 materials to the public is permitted under the program--an issue requiring

further study.) Intra-CD training materials would prepare local staff to

7manage this program at a very modest level of demand, but would be designed

to allow a rapid expansion of staff and operations concerned with the

distribution of supplies and related administrative procedures.
Construction materials distributed to people would be

accompanied by instructional packages which (1) briefly describe program

procedures and regulations, (2) address the problem of where to locate a

shelter, considering nearby targets of .eapons, terrain and soil features,

weather climate, drainage, etc., and (3) detail the step-by-step construc-

tion procedures. Also incorporated in these packages would be information

relating blast and fallout effects to structural characteristics of the

shelters--the amourt of earth shielding, for example. These information

packages would be suitable for distribution at any time a shelter might

be constructed.

Crisis-expectancy-period training would utilize a set of

task-speclfic modules, also prepared and distributed to local CD offices

in advance, describing requirements of each administrative and technical

assistance function envisioned in a community's plan. CD staff would be

augm~ented by local governments, contractors, and other organizations, as

well as citizen volunteers, all of whom could be assigned in accordance

with pre-crisis plans and trained by use of the prepackaged information
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niodules. Other specialized tri",ing functions--ridiological monitoring,

service delivery, etc.--would be similar to training under other CD

programs.

Public information in a crisis-expectancy period would

recommend expedient shelters as the best available approach to an extended

crisis because of the possibility of a short-warning attack, Community-

specific maps, taken from CD plans, would describe eligible locations, given

targeting and other factors, anid would describe local outlets where infor-

nation and materials could be obtained. As with the other CD programs, the

puolic's demands for information would be mcnitored to determine (1) trends

in demands for materials and (2) neds for emergency public information

materials and programs that respond to comrion questions and concerns.

4. Dedicated Blast Shelter Program

Blast shelters would be constructed within a few minutes' travel

time of the population. (The program analyzed and costed in this study

assumed a res!dential distribution of shelters and an attack while most

people are at home.)

a. Plans

Local plans would resemble the Conununity Shelter Plans (CSPs)

originally designed for in-place fallout shelters. The plans would essen-

tially map the distribution of shelters and the allocdt.ion of the population

to shelter spaces. The plans would also make provision for helping

institutionalized, disabled, or other dependent populations to reach

shelter,.

b.
These systems would refe, alm st exclusively to the central

"take shelter" me,;sage and actlon.
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c. Organizational Development Over Time

j Peacetime activities would revolve around the maintenance,

inspection, and readiness of shelters and supporting systems, such as

warning.

Crisis-expectancy periods would see a substantial augmenta-

J tion of staff to handle information requests and assist dependent populations

to prepare for a "take shelter" or warning message. Shelter-stocking and

I the further distribution of radiological monitoring instruments would be

other concerns of this enhanced organization (which would itself be

operating in expectation of an attack warning message).

d. Training, Education, and Public Information Over Time

Modules of information on shelter management, shelter living,

.4 1 and specific technical functions such as radiological monitoring could be

utilized both as in-shelter training materials or crisis-period instructions

for trainees. Except for dependent populations, the problems associated

with this program are readily defined and can be covered in modularized

presentations of information prepared in advance of a crisis.

Public information materials would concentrate, from the

time of shelter construction up to a warning message, on securing the proper

allocation of people to particular shelters. Very detailed maps, taken

from local plans, would specify "who goes where." Such materials would be

disseminated via all media channels and, in prepackaged form, from local

CD offices responding to information requests.

The secord focal message in crisis-period communications to

the public would instruct the public in how to interpret and respond to the

warning message. Basically, this program approaches the ideal communica-
tions situation for at least the able-bodied citizen, who must attend to

one message and remember one or a few shelter locations. This simplicity

would be -eflected in the organization of educational and informational

materials and systems for disseminating them.
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C. COST ESTIMATES

Estimates of CD training, education, and information costs over a
five-year period for the four programs are given in Table 16. These

estimates are extracted from the program cost estimates given in Table 4.

The following points are made in regard to the training, education,

and information estimates.

0 Effective and successful communicative programs are based upon
prior research, development, and full testing.

* Operational, staff, and system-building training are embedded in
several elements of Table 4. The cost of training has been
extracted and is giveo in Table 16, indicating an operational
training subtotal.

* Costs of programs for the general public are included under
Emergency Public Information, Training, and Education.

* For each prograin, basic capabilities and resources would be
established during peacetime. As events fluctuate among peace-
time, crisis-expectant, and crisis-surge periods, resources could
be shifted to produce more instructional material for the public,
more training in a given specialized area, or more public infor-
mation as circumstances require.

* Cost estimates are greatest in regard to the Dedicated Blast
Shelter Program. Not only is it a program of prime magnitude,
but it must also encompass a large part of the Crisis Relocation
Program for citizens who might spontaneously relocate.

The United States is rich in communicative delivery systems. In

peacetime, daily and weekly newspapers and broadcast media are available
for CD public information. State educational systems are channels to many

people of different ages and interests.

In times of tension, when people are seeking information, not only

can training peacetime systems be intensified, but channels leading to
adults in the private sector also become increasingly available. Under

this heading would come industrial associations, unions, technical and

civic groups.

If an attack appears probable and time is )iinited, emergency public
information through the broadcast media becomes the prime resource.
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TABLE A-4

KANSAS:
PRESENT CRP FOR WICHITA/MCCONNELL

MISSILE FIELD RISK AND HOST COUNTIES ONLY

CIL CM oj"
Initial 29n& I Plait County 5lck; tf Oat Est.. of

RISK COJNT:C$
l t 1 #r ISOM5 3.09 Cowley No 1979 is

23 14

ma.6S4 :10 Nop~ 9 19 60

K~~n763610 Kingman 110 1970 44

rt
5.21?

Rn&3.579 III 21"o W(S .9

3.579
Sodqwimci 350.694 :11.0m0 Uotom 0 19110 01

tills
47.042

Clow&
9.176

w4P~wrwo
34 .672

'SW'"e
16 , *8

Pratt
14 .J"

4m1

110.793

.40

10.234
staffi

sumner Z3.553 1.390 arbor 1979 5
13.1?3

10.4)0

PgeItII. ti!

P41ST CgUNTIES

Ilaron 6.:01) 19.123 30 No 1979 70
Uatof I1.5I 92.125G 2.9 WES Is
Couloy

4  33.900 S7:040 .7 90 97 9
Edwards 4.4Gm 13.71W 3.0 YES .20

(Ills 25.43 73.74* 2.9 WES a
"OloofJI 21 316 :.6 90 197ro 60

%11190841 9.000 1 1:446 1.3 40 1979 44
N Iow 4.5m0 12 . 76 :.$ IfS 0
Slartoni 13.4m0 Z8.918 2.2 no 197q 0
"cPtersoo 2S.900 60.52 2.3 YES is
PwIS~ 5.300 23.26 3.0 YES 43
Pratt 9.500 29.91Z 3.1 YES 100
Atena 63.3w0 117.67* 2.8 YES 9
all: 12.5m0 37.140 3.0 YES .60

Qut .00 15.434 3.0 YES 0
%tafforj YES156 20 ~ f 0

S*At-risk" oortIon only.

"FIial peculation for risk counties it estimiatad assumiti less thtan lOGS relocation. simmomr final limletion
for host counties is estlated Assuming full 100% relocation.
C~la Civil Protection olan. includir4 deailad plans for relocation (CR91 and in.olac* (CSPI pations.

dAt-ritt rtidents of Cowley County relocate witin coun1ty.

ll~vbn-risk portion only.
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LTABLE A-5

MISSOURI:PRESENT CRP FOR WHITEMANMISSILE FIELD RISK AND HOST COUNTIES ONLY

, Est. torso, W, ,|ing:

Initia Final Host County Book-Length Oat. Et, 4 of

, RI1SK GQWTI[S

Bates 15,46 l.SU0 Laclede NO 1960 0
15.468

Benton 9,495 300 Laclede NO 1981 63
9,695

Cedar 9,424 500 Texas N10 1980 17
9.424

Cooper 14,732 995 Randtlph NO 1979 47
,14,7 3Henry 18,451 ..700 Lacled NO 1980 36

14,627
• Puls~kl

3o824
Johnson 34,172 1,617 Pulaski NO 1979 64

Lafayette Z6,26 3,00 lowrd YES 321.066

Rando1 ph

Honiteau 10,741 664 Oags NO 1980 0
10,742

Morgan lOfn68 100 Oage NO 1980 0

Pettis 34,137 3,000 Mlariv YES 70

11,30?

4alIn. 14.633 1,..95 Randolph YES 4z
:4.633

St. 1air 77 1,000 Texas YES 0

P'opulat ion Ratio

Howard 10.561 313,.7 3.0 ILS 30
Laclede 19.944 59.734 3.0 YES 0
.lbt4 s a,8Sl 18,153 .. o YES .0
Osage 10,994 31,804 .9 NO 1979 3
PulWsl :0,168 58.16 4.9 'ES 0
Randolpt .1.1,434 67,JS9 3.0 YES --,..s ,.. , .
Texas YE4 3h63. ~S

3'At.risk" portion only

bFinal population for risk ountses is ditiattd assuminq less than 100% relocation However, final population

Nu:leor Civil Protection plan. !twluiinq lotai ,ed plans for relocation kCRP) and In-place (CV1 options.

d In 'h lase whore relocatoai mve only within county, the county is not l isted (vi Vernon County)
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I TABLE A-8

NORTH DAKOTA:PRESENT CRP FOR
GRAND FORKS AND MINOT MISSILE FIELDS ONLY

[ Es'. Comp. WirnIng:
Ie111l F 1 Nolt County ok-t 'rgh to Est. % of

RISK COIWITIES
Granl Forks Misile co tlox

erMO 12,543 ,000 Stutswn NO 1960 61
12,S43

BeMon 2.277 180 Stutsnn NO 1982 30

Call 1,777 140 Stutsun NO 1983 851.777

CRvaliyr 8291 1
6
0 8urtlv;q, NO 19412, 42

t.;21'n
Edy 921 70 NOtNB 1964 75

821

Grind Forks 1,102 4890 Stutsman NO 1982 39

I3.149

16.26969

surleil

Griggs 4,184 310S; 77r NO 1981 4
4,184

Nelson 4,77 460 Stutsmn NO 1984 60
S.778.RIN&Y 12,915 1.00 BurlI" NO 1933 88

Stel 3.74 300 Stut$i n No 1981 39

Walsh 1.3,00 5.0l1h NO 1"62 71

Minot Misstlle CMtltn

Mottintu 3nr.43 10 William NO 1983 56
3,36

Surke 4di39 80 Divide NO 1984 00

828

t 3.,739McHenry 4,849 3%0 Hett inger NO 196q4 so
4.849

McL eant 9,25 740 Marcor No 198) 39
6,175

Sttii ' 00 ',830NO1803

I_ . MMorton

Mountrt 8,43? SID 5700 I . NO 1984 60

RenvIller 3.828 34 Wi2.0 NO 1983 50
382

Sheridn 928 70 Morton NO 1984 46

wa rd e8.400 4.700 .Orton NO 1981 so

strrt.I. 30,839

Population rttio

I. gyrlttQ 48,000 IZ6.|150), YES- 90
Kidder 47.0 51.5S ,6Z I0 R 903stu., NO 1.9. 79 2z

__ I -no

D' vitae 4.')00 i,'m 1.3 NO 1981 .15
He. Rttinger 4.700 M,49 2.0 ?* 198I 68
Me" rcer ri, 00 !2Z.,375 1.1 40 ; 981 1'0
Mo,4r ton .2.50 S sOl.slo Z.3 NO 1980 30

Oli ver 2.,400 4.7Z2? .0 NO 1981 34
Stark 1I,00 50.339 ,6 NO 1 980 70
willis,, I .11 4010. NO I 0 75

I *' -At-r sk" por ti|o n only I :

J l: O~nal p)opulation for risk counkties is ailt{4ia 45uing less than loot) rtlocation. However, final

( ~opulatton for host cowolties is esi$rIlteI assuing ful1 .00%; oviocation,

C%clear Civl Ptotectloh plan, inlulding;C plas$ for relocation lCRP) &nd in-placii CSP) apttons
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1; Appendix B

CURRENT CIVIL DEFENSE IN NEW MEXICO AREAS STUDIED

A. LOS ALAMOS CITY/COUNTY, NEW MEXICO

1. Description of Existing and Proposed Civil Defense Plans and
SUPpOrting Systems

a. Plans

(1) Community Shelter Plan (CSP). Los Alamos County has a
current in-place plan for fallout s;ieltering the estimated population of
18,000. This Plan provides PF40 or better shelter p,-otection, with approx-
imately 80 percent of the shelter spaces being located in below-ground
(basement) areas. Ninety percent of the shelter spaces are located in
building; belonging to the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, with the
remaining 10 percent being in privately owned buildings in the city/county.

(2) Crisis Relocation Plan (CRP). The current State of
New Mexico ?lan for Crisis Relocation designates Los Alamos City/County as
a Host Area for the Albuquerque Risk Area, with approximately 21,300 persons
from Albuquerque to be relocated to Los Alamos. Detailed plans governing
operations in Los Alamos under such crisis relocation conditions have not
yet been developed, but are scheduled to be completed during calendar year
1979. Surveys for hosting facilities have been completed.

(3) Other Emergency Operations Plans. Los Alamos City/
County has developed and tested plans for operations under nuclear emergency
conditions, including operating procedures for key emergency services.

b. Supporting Systems

(1) Warning. There are two NAWAS warning terminals in Los
Alamos, the primary warning point at the Protective Force Communications

183 '
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Center that is manned on a 24-hour basis, and the backup warning point

located in the EOC. There are nine air horns/steam whistles within the

Laboratory Complex for outdoor warning dissemination, and one siren in a

residential area. It is estimated that this system will provide 67 percent

coverage of the population during normal working hours and 60 percent during

other hours. All outdoor devices are controlled by the Primary Warning

Point. Other planned warning means are thi'ough local Radio Station KRSN 4

(6:00 AM to 11:00 PM) and radio/telephone systems within the laboratory

area.

(2) Direction and Control. A 3,400 square foot Emergency

Operating Center has been established in the basement of the Occupational

Health Laboratory (Building SM184). This facility will provide PF500

fallout protection, and is equipped with: a 90KW emergency generator and

5,000 gallon diesel fuel supply (14-day operation); necessary maps and

operating spaces; stored emergency water; adequate toilet facilities; 4

sleeping accommodations for 12; ventilation system; and adequate radio and

telephone communications, including ties with local emergency services, .1
state agencies, and selected Federal sites. The psi rating of the EOC is

not known, but a cursory examination indicated good possibilities for :1
upgrading to the 10- to 15-psi level. This EOC will be staffed with Depart-

ment of Energy and Los Alamos Laboratory personnel under nuclear conditions,

but will include liaison personnel from the Los Alamos City/County govern-

ment. Los Alamos City/County has established an EOC in the City/County

Government Building, but it does not provide adequate fallout protection"

and, generally, does not meet DCPA-recommended criteria.

(3) Radiological Defense. Los Alamos City/County has an

adequate RADEF System with necessary monitoring instruments on hand and

trained personnel available.

(4) Emergency Public Information (EPI). Los Alamos City/

County has a current operating procedure covering EPI activities to be

followed under nuclear conditions, together with necessary EPI materials

184
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on hand for issuance to the public. Agreements have been completed with

area media outlets on pmcedures to be followed. Capability for remote

broadcasting over local Radio Station KRZN from the Laboratory EOC Is

planned for installation by I April 1Q79.

2. Estimated Effectiveness of Existing Civil "efense Plans and

Supporting systems

a. Crisis Warning (I to 2 Weeks)

It is believed that CD operations in Los Alamos City/County

would be carried out very effectively during this time frame of warning.

Due to the unique character of Los Alamos, with approximately 15,000 of

the total population of 18,000 being either employees of the laboratory or

dependents of such employees, there is a high level of individual invnlve-

ment in all community endeavors, includina civil preparedness. There is

also a keen awareness of the threat that a nuclear war would pose to the

U.S., as evidenced by the fact that Los Alamos developed its Community
Shelter Plan several years before most other communities. The local CD

Director has served in that position for many years, is highly respected,

and has developed emergency operating plans that are understood and concurred

in by both local government and laboratory of,', '*Is. Over 80 percent of

the population has alroady been assigned to a spe,.jfil -l tIter, and the

balance, no doubt, would be during a crisis period. Given the international

teasions likely to be prevalent during such a crisis period, it is b !,ved

the public would readily respond to such crisis training (Shelter Manage-

ment, Radiological Monitoring, etc.) as might be offered, and generally take

such preparatory actions as would likely be recommended. It is the belief

of local officials that spontaneous evacuation of Los Alamos under these

conditiors would be less than I0 percent, an indication of the confidence

mose citizens have in e'iisting plans for their protection. A possible

proble.- czould tise In use of the laboratory EOC by non-security-cleared

ciityl%.'Arv L personnel, since the Department of Energy's current

thlnkin9 is that only personnel with security clearances will be admitted.
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b. 24-Hour Warning

For the reasons given above under "Crisis Warning," it is

feit that nuclear emergency plans would be carried out effectively in this

warning time frame. First order of business would likely be checking the

readiness of designated shelters, selection of persons for training as A
shelter managers, and issuance of instructions to the public concerning

shelter occupancy. It is believed that adequate warning could be provided

to 98 percent of the population and that upwards of 95 percent will go to

designated public shelters. Spontaneous evacuation should not exceed

5 percent.

c. Tactical Warning (15 to .0 Minutes)

Since approximately 14,500 persons have been apprised of

their shelter assignments, it is believed that orderly and timely movement

tc shelter under short warning notice would be limited only by the degree
of warning provided and capacities of travel routes. It is estimated that

warning would be received by about 67 percent of the population during

working hours and by 60 percent during non-working times. On that basis,

and with the traffic restrictions imposed by the two-lane bridge leading

to the laboratory area, it is estimated that about 55 percent would reach

shelter if the attack came during working hours and about 45 percent if

during non-working hours. The population balances of 45 ocrcent and

55 percent, respectively, could thus be assumed to bi unorotected at the

time of attack.
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B. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

1. Description of Existing and Proposed Civil Defense Plans and
Supporting Systems

a. Plans j
(1) Community Shelter Plan (CSP). Albuquerque has an[ in-place plan for providing fallout protection that was developed in 1974.

While this plan is considered valid in some respects, it needs to be

I updated to reflect the significant increase in population since 1974 and

to meet current planning criteria, such as movement time. Additionally,

an "all-effects" survey has not been made; thus, there is no information

|. available concerning the relative blast resistance of National Shelter
Survey (NSS) buildings in the existing plan. The plan includes persotinel

of the military/defense installations (Kirtland AFB and Sandia Laboratory)

who live off base.
(U

Kirtland AFB has developed a plan for sheltering approx-

imately 10,500 on-base personnel in buildings that have been surveyed and

identified as NSS shelters. Sandia Base and Laboratory does not have such

a plan, since current procedures call for all personnel to be released in

the event warning is received.

j (2) Crisis Relocation Plan (CRP). The plan for relocating

378,000 persons from the Albuquerque Risk Area to areas of lower risk has

been completed, together with supporting public information materials.
A. Due to the high percentage of Spanish-speaking persons in the area, a

Spanish version of the relocation plan has been developed and, along with
the English version, would be printed for public distribution in the event

of an international crisis. The State Plan for Crisis Relocation shows

that 12 surrounding counties are designated to serve as host areas for the

relocatees from Albuquerque and Bernalillo County. Detailed plans will beI developed for each of these host counties beginning in mid-calendar year

1979. All necessary surveys for the host plans have been completed.
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(3) Other Emergency Operations Plans. The Albuquerque CO

organization has coordinated the development and continuing update of very

adequate plans for all likely emergency contingencies, including operating

procedures for the EOC and key emergency services (roles of police, fire-

fighters, etc.). Exercises of plans have been held on an annual basis. A

b. Supporting Systems

(1) Warning. There are four NAWAS Warning Points in the

city of Albuquerque: at the Department of Energy, Albuquerque Operations

Office at Kirtland AFB; the National Weather Service Office; the Albuquerque

Police Department; and in the EOC, which is utilized as a daily office for

the Albuquerque Civil Defense Director and staff. The Primary Warning Point

for the city is at the Police Department, which is manned 24 hours a day.

The EOC warning terminal serves as a backup warning point. There are 17

outdoor warning sirens in the city which are estimatea to provide coverage

for 30 percent of the population. The city EOC also has the capability for

relaying warning information to seven local AM, FM, and TV stations, four

of which operate 24 hours daily. There is also preempt capability from the

EOC over the local MUZAK System, with an estimated maximum potential for

reaching 70,000 persons. The city has adopted, subject to annual avail-

ability uf funds, a five-year program for-increasing siren coverage to

90 percent by the end of 1983.

The Albuquerque operations office, DOE, has plans cover-

ing dissemination of warning to DOE employees and contractor personnel at

Kirtland AFB-East by use of existing radio and telephone systems. This

procedure can presently be accomplished in about five minutes, but without

a high level of confidence as to receipt by all concerned due to antiquated

equipment. It has been proposed that this system be replaced by the end of

1981.

(2) Oirection and Control. Albuquerque has a 15,000 square

foot Emergency Operating Center located in the basement of the Police and

Courts Building at 401 Marquette Str'eet. This EOC, which was built in
1970 with Federal matching funds, provides PFIO00 fallout protection and
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L
has all necessary emergency backup systems. It has been used on a number

f, of occasions as the City Command Post during emergency situations and is

kept in a ready state at all times. All day-to-day city communications

systems are available in the EOC, and necessary ties with broadcast media,

Federal agencies. state governments, etc., are also in the EOC.

(3) Radiological Defense. The city of Albuquerque has one

of the most complete and effective RADEF systems in the country. This

system is built around the Fire Department as a backbone, with all required

equipment and trained personnel on hand. Equipment is also on hand for

shelter monitoring and Operational Weapons Effects Stations, and, to the

extent practicable, personnel have been assigned and trained.

(4) Emergency Public Information. Necessary operating

procedures and public guidance materials have been prepared. EOC access

to local TV and radio stations is planned as the principal means for

disseminating emergency public information.

2. Estimated Effectiveness of Existing Civil Defense Plans and

-uporting Systems

a. Crisis Warning (0 to 2 Weeks)

As mentioned previously, the existing CSP is not based on

current criteria; the latter emphasize use of below-ground spaces as

shelters, restrict movement times to shelter to 30 minutes or less, and are

based on the population being at home at time of attack. For this reason,

it is believed that the existing plan would not prove very effective unless

the decision to put the CSP into effect was made prior to receipt of attack

warning, which is not considered likely. It is true that a 1- to 2-week

period of crisis tension befor* receipt of warning could be used to good

advantage, such as in preparing public shelters for occupanca; in advising

the public on measures to take for expedient shelter in their homes, etc.

But it is unlikely that more than 35 percent of the population would be

sheltered at the time of attack if the CSP was activated upon receipt of

warning that an attack was in progress.
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As noted above, planning for host operations in the 12

counties of the Albuquerque conglomerate has not progressed much beyond

the preliminary stage. For that reason, it is felt that effectiveness in

carrying out crisis relocation plans for the Albuquerque risk population

would be impaired, but certainly not totally negated, with the likely

result that as high as 30 percent might stay in-place unless forcefully

required to evacuate.

b. 24-Hour Warning

The constraints on effective execution of plans enumerated

under "Crisis Warning" above would generally be even more applicable to

this shorter warning time frame, with the result that the percentages shown

above might well be 25 percent and 50 percent, respectively, for this case.kA
c. Tactical Warning C15 to 30 Minutes)

Under this short time frame, it is believed that not more

than 15 to 20 percent of the population would be in NSS shelters, with the .1
balance minimally protected. The relatively low degree of existing warning

coverage (30 percent) becomes a key factor in this situation.

C. WHITE SANDS MISSILE RANGE CENTER, NEW MEXICO

1. Description of Existing and Proposed Civil Defense Plans and
Supporting Systems

a. Plans

C(1) Communit y Shelter Plan (CSP). The White Sands Missile

Range Center has an up-to-date in-place shelter plan that will accommodate

up to 18,000 persons in PF40 or better fallout spaces, with 10,000 of these

, spaces being in basement areas with PFlO0+ protection. There are 1,800

military personnel at the Center and 2,200 military dependents in an adjacent

housing area; additionally, there are approximately 5,000 civilian employees

and conti-actor personnel who work at the Center and commute daily from the

nearby c,.ties of Las Cruces, Alamogordo, and El Paso. Thus, the requirements
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I for sheltering will vary from about 9,000 on weekdays to about 4,000 at

night and on non-workdays. From the above, it can be concluded that all

personnel can be sheltered in spaces with PFlOO+ fallout protection. All

shelters are marked both interior and exterior with CD fallout signs, and

each family moving onto the Center is given a map showing the shelters,

together with letters of instruction and other pertinent materials. There

are no food stocks for the shelters, but essential medical supplies are

maintained for shelter use. Each shelter occupant is expected to bring his

own supply of food to his shelter.

(2) Crisis Relocation Plan CCRP). While the CD Coordinator
for Dona Ana County considers the Missile Range Center to be a potential

host area, the current State of New Mexico Crisis Relocation Plan does not

Imake such a designation, and it can be presumed at this point that no crisis
relocation plans will be developed for the Range Center.Ei

b. Supporting Systems

(1) Warning There are 5 outdoor warning sirens at the
Center which provide 100 percent coverage. There is not a NAWAS warning

point at the Center, but timaly warning is received through military

communications means. Additionally, the EOC is equipped with override

capabilities on Cable TV, which is available free to each home. The out-
door warning system is also activated from the EOC.

I'(2) Direction and Control. There is a 1,000 square foot

i Emergency Operating Center in the basement of the Center Headquarters

Building. The EOC is equipped with an emergency generator and fuel supply,

and PFIOO+ fallout protection is provided for the EOC staff. The EC has

operating capabilities on all day-to-day radio frequencies, including fire,

transportation, military police, range facilities, and other nearby[ military installations. An emergency staff is designated for the EOC, and

an Emergency Operations Handbook (including an annex on Nuclear Incidents/

I Accidents) has been developed to govern operations L der emergency conditions.

Exercises on EOC procedures are conducted at leasc on an annual basis.
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(3) Radiological Defense. An Inventory of radiological-

instruments adequate for both shelter and operational requirements is -,

maintained at the Center, with storage being at the points or locations of .

designated use. All military personnel receive Chemical-Biological-

Radiological (CBR) training and all designated monitors are trained on base o!-

by the Army CBR Team, which includes Radiological-Defense-Officer (RDO)

training capability. Refresher training is provided every three years, as {
a minimum.

(4) Emergencu Public Information and Public Education. As ""

mentioned above, all personnel, including dependents, are given survival

orientation materials upon reporting to the Center. Additionally, there is

a Survival Measures Orientation Plan which is reviewed by all employees,

military and civilian, upon coming on duty at the Center. Override capa-

bility on local Cable TV is planned as the principal means for disseminating

public information during emergency periods.
}

2. Estimated Effectiveness of Existing Civil Defense Plans and
Supporting Systems

a. Crisis Warning (1 to 2 Weeks)

It is believed that CD operations woul, be accomplished with

a high degree of effectiveness during a crisis tin:e frame of from 1 to 2

weeks, and that 100 percent of the population would be in adequate fallout

shelter prior to an attack that might follow such a period. Shelter drills

that have been conducted in past years revealed little or no reluctance to

follow prescribed plans and procedures, and the provisions already made for

direction and control by designated authorities are considered very adequate

and workable.

b. 24-Hour Warning

Operations should prove equally as effective in this time

frame for essentially the same reasons as outlined above under "Crisis

Warning." It is believed that spontaneous evacuation would be limited
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I almost entirely to civilian and contractor personnel, of which it is

estimated that more than 90 percent would likdly return to their homes in

[ neighboring cities. The remaining population of 4,000 plus would be in

PFlOO or better fallout shelter.

c. Tactical Warning (15 to 30 Minutes)

In view of the excellent outdoor warning ccverage available,

and the close proximity of essentially all the population to adequate fall-

out shelters, it is believed that upward of 98 percent will reach shelter

during daylight hours and as high as 90 percent if the warning is received

j at night. Spontaneous evacuation would likely not exceed 3 percent under

these conditions.

.
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Appendix C

LRESULTS AND APPLICATION OF ANALYSIS AND SENSITIVITY EVALUATION
(National, Missouri, and New Mexico)

[ This appendix is designed primarily to provide more detailed and/or

additional information pertinent to or in support of Chapter V, "Analysis

Ii. of Effects of Possible Nuclear Attacks." The tables show such things as

the numerical values of estimated fatalities, Injuries and total casualties

in considerable detail. These are the numerical values from which the per-

centage tables included in Chapter V were derived. The figures provide

additional information on such things as population distribution as a func-

tion of evacuation scheme. In addition, further detail is provided on

methods of approach and constraints associated with analysis methods utilized

as well as results of some of the analyses which did not appear to warrant

space in the main text.

1. National Background Material

A comparison of the results of the counterforce-only, counterforce-

plus-research facilities, and full-scale attacks was carried out. The full-

I. scale attack assumes strikes against counterforce targets, other military

r targets, leadership, industry, and population. Results are not strictly

comparable since the constraints applied in the full-scale attack evaluation

were not identical to those associated with the counterforce-only (CF) and

" counterforce-plus-research facility (CF-plus) cases. Despite the lack of

absolute consistency, however, the comparative results are estimated to be

1valid within a range of plus or minus 10 percent.

Table C-1 presents estimates of the U.S. casualties resulting

from iM three different attack scenarios against two possible civil defense
(CD) programs.' The first set of casualties assumes current CD with

'Caswalty estiaotes fir the all-out Soviet attack on CONUS are taken from
SPC Report 342, Candidate U.S. Civil Defense Programs, (Ref. 1].
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spontaneous evacuation by some of the population. The majority of the

population will occupy shelters with a modest amount of fallout protection.

This posture represents essentially a marginal civil defense capability.

The second set of casualties assumes that a crisis relocation program has

been fully implemented. The attacks discussed in this paragraph represent

[ three different Soviet threats to the U.S. Figure 11 (main text) graphically

depicts the U.S. fatalities resulting from these three attack scenarios

with the two assumed CD programs. Under these current CD programs the

fatalities resulting from these attacks increase from roughly five million

for the counterforce strike to about 130 million for the full-scale attack.

With a fully implemented crisis-relocation proqram and enough warning time

to relocate, the number of survivors from these attacks increases dramat-

Lically--a factor of about five for the full-scale attack and 10 or more
for the CF-plus and CF-only attacks, respectively.

[The advantages of implementing a civil defense program involving

crisis relocation are obvious. The life-saving ability of such a program,

[especially for areas where special civil defense measures are needed, could
be decisive, provided there was adequate warning time.

2. Missouri

[Estimated casualties and injuries, resulting from a CF attack

against the missile sites in west central Missouri are shown in Table C-2.

[In Missouri, the results of a national CF-plus-research facilities attack

are the same. A small percentage of the fallout casualties result from

the CF attack against the missile sites in Kansas. Significant features

of these results are that fatalities due to fallout outside the blast risk

area dominate the scene in all cases as shown in Figure C-l. Dramaticrreductions in fatalities are shown for Cases 4 and 10 which involve evacu-
ation and fallout and/or blast shelter programs. Generally, for the attacks

and cases ccnsidered here however, a reduction in fallout fatalities results

in an increase in injuries as warning time decreases. This suggests that

higher fallout protection f tors (PF) could be of advantage. This is

probably true, however, only in the downwind direction from areas where a '4
199 '
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TABLE C-2

SUMMARY OF MISSOURI CASUALTIESa

(BY NUMBER AND PERCENT OF STATE POPULATION OF 4.76 MILLION)
(DCPA COMPUTER ANALYSIS)

KILLED INJURED

CASE BLAST RADIATION BOTH BLAST RADIATION UNINJURED -

1 52,600 1,963,200 8,300 16,600 219,800 2,494,800 .
1.1% 41.3% .17% .35% 4.6% 52.45%

2 57,100 2,044,100 8,000 15,900 210,900 2,419,200 ,

1.2% 43% .17% .33% 4.4% 50.86%

3 67,900 2,363,100 4,400 7,800 123,900 2,190,000 1

1.4% 49.7% .09% .16% 2.6% 46.04%

4 8,000 238,900 1,700 3,900 1,109,500 3,393,300 1
.17% 5% .04% .08% 23.3% 71.33%

5 21,000 1,439,900 2,800 5,200 209,500 3,076,800

.44% 30.3% .06% .11% 4.4% 64.58%

6 64,400 1,527,800 6,300 13,900 251,400 2,893,100

1.4% 32.1% .13% .29% 5.3% 60.82%

8 53,200 1,863,700 8,700 13,300 145,200 2,671,100

1.1% 39.2% .18% .28% 3.1% 56.15%

10 6,400 233,900 0 1,000 1,092,l00 3,423,600

.13% 4.9% 0% .02% 22.96% 71.97%

12 12,700 1,134,200 0 1,800 450,000 3,158,200

.27% 23.8% 0% .04% 9.5% 66.39%

aFigures hold for ittack vs. counterforce targets only or counterforce plusresearch facilIities.
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large number of surface detonations may be anticipated. It is worth noting

also that Missouri represents a "worst" case in terms of a CF attack because

it is more heavily populated in the likely downwind direction(s) than are

other counterforce target areas. Figure C-2 depicts the number of individuals

[i out of the total Missouri population who survive on a case-by-case basis.

UThese were based on the "constant host ratio" evaluation method. The popu-

lation distribution resulting from this method is shown in Figure 17 of

the main text.

Since it is clear that the use of evacuation procedures and/or

fallout protection would have the largest potential overall impact in terms

of population survival, an evaluation was made of the results of various

evacuation schemes. Figure C-3 shows the present population according to

1976 Census Bureau estimates. Figure C-4 shows the population distribution

based on current Missouri evacuation plans. It should be noted that this

plan calls for 100 percent evacuati3n of the "risk area" population. This

is probably an unrealistic assumption, but the results are worthy of note.

Figures C-5, C-6, and C-7 show population distributions based on increasing

evacuation of areas subject to downwind fallout (see Figure 15 of main text).

Table C-3 provides a description of these plans and shows the estimates of

casualties resulting from each of these possibilities. The current Missouri

evacuation plan is quite effective, (assuming that full implementation is

possible), but could be considerably improved, perhaps, by avoiding evacua-

tion into areas where there is a significant risk u! fallout, and evacuating

areas where there is a high risk of heavy fallout.

3. New Mexico

Detailed estimates of the DCPA computer r6I resultt for casualties

(fatalities and injuries) under CF-plus and CF-only conditions are depicted

in Tables C-4 and C-5, respectively. The casualties ,,tsulting from the CF-

only attack are a consequence of fallout from strikes in Arizona. These

fatalities and injuries would be uncertain at best, since the variability

in wind at the appropriate altitudes is such that the fallout might occur

almost anywhere in New Mexico, or miss New Mexico altogether. Note that
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TABLE C-4

SUMMARY OF NEW . XCO CASUALTIES
(BY NUMBER AND PERCENT OF STATE POPULATION OF 1.14 MILLION)

ATTACK VS. COUNTERFORCE TARGETS ONLY -Il
(DCPA COMPUTER ANALYSIS)

KILLED INJURED

CASE BLAST RADIATION BOTH BLAST RADIATION UNINJURED

1 0 4,200 0 0 11,300 1,129,400

0% .37% 0% 0% .99% 98.65%

2 0 4,700 0 0 12,700 1,127,500

0% .41% 0% 0% 1.11% 98,48%

3 0 18,200 0 0 65,700 1,061,000

0% 1.59% 0% 0% 5,74% 92,67%

4 0 0 0 0 0 1,144,900

0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 100%

5 0 400 0 0 3,500 1,141,000

0% .04% 0% 0% .31% 99.66%

6 0 8,000 0 0 24,400 1,112,500

0% .7% 0% 0% 2.13% 97.17%

8 0 400 0 0 2,900 1,141,600

0% .04% 0% 0% .25% 99.71%

10 0 0 0 0 0 1,144,900

0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 100%
12 0 4,000 0 0 10,000 1,131,000

0% .35% 0% 0% .87% 98.79%

I)0o



TABLE C-5

SUMMARY OF NEW MEXICO CASUALTIES
z(BY NUMBER AND PERCENT OF STATE POPULATION OF 1.11 MILLION)

ATTACK VS. COUNTERFORCE TARGETS PLUS RESEARCH FACILITIES1: (DCPA COMPUTER ANALYSIS)

1'KILLED IN4JURED
CASE BLAST RADIATION BOTH BLAST RADIATION UNINJURED

I 1 152,100 4,400 0 121,400 11,900 854,800

13.29% .38% 0% 10,6% 1.04% 74.66%

2 165,300 4,800 0 133,200 13,000 828,200

14.44% .42% 0% 11.63% 1.14% 72.34%

3 191,800 18,200 0 133,000 65,500 736,500

16.75% 1.59% 0% 11.62% 5.72% 64.33%

4 12,900 0 0 17,500 0 1,114,200

1.13% 0% 0% 1.53% 0% 97.32%

5 38,600 600 0 52,500 4,700 1,048,200

3.37% .05% 0% 4.59% .41% 91.55%

6 147,200 8,000 0 145,300 24,400 820,100

12.86% .7% 0% 12.69% 2.13% 71.63%

8 155,000 400 0 124,800 3,000 861,300

13.54% .03% 0% 10.9% .26% 75.23%

10 0 0 0 100 0 1,144,500

0% 0% 0% .01% 0% 99.99%

12 0 4,000 0 100 10,000 1,130,800

0% .35% 0% .01% .87% 98.77%

I
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this applies to practically all of the radiation casualties in both cases

since there is little or no fallout from the postulated detonations at T

defense-related research facilities.

-I Strikes within New Mexico were at Albuquerque (2 weapons), Los

Alamos (I weapon) and White Sands (2 Weapons). The areas affected are

shown in Chapter V. Figure C-8 shows the risk areas for Los Alamos and

White Sands in greater detail. Figures C-9 and C-10 show the initial and

evacuated populations by county based on the DCPA estimates and computerized -

evacuation methods.

Figure C-lb shows the redistribution of population based on the

present New Mexico Civil Defense evacuation plan which would evacuate a

considerable number of individuals from Bernalillo County (Albuquerque

area) to Los Alamos. (This was oased on TR-82 (Ref. 3) which indicates

possible attacks on the cross-hatched areas shown in Figure 11.) Figures

C-12 and C-13 show initial and evacuation population distributions based

on 1976 Bureau of the Census population estimates and SPC's evacuation
model. Note that this provides for 80 percent evacuation of Los Alamos as

well as Bernalillo County which considerably reduces casualty figures. A

brief description of the evacuation plans and the resultant casualty figures

are presented in Table C-6.

212i 'A
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